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Abstract
Wh-questions with the modal verb can admit both mention-some (MS) and mention-all
(MA) answers. This paper argues that we should treat MS as a grammatical phenomenon, primarily
determined by the grammar of the wh-interrogative. I assume that MS and MA answers can be
modeled using the same definition of answerhood (Fox 2013) and attribute the MS/MA ambiguity to
structural variations within the question nucleus. The variations are: (i) the scope ambiguity of the
higher-order wh-trace, and (ii) the absence/presence of an anti-exhaustification operator. However,
treating MS answers as complete answers in this way contradicts the widely adopted analysis of
uniqueness effects in questions of Dayal 1996, according to which the uniqueness effects of singular
which-phrases arise from an exhaustivity presupposition, namely that a question must have a unique
exhaustive true answer. To solve this dilemma, I propose that question interpretations presuppose
‘Relativized Exhaustivity’: roughly, the exhaustivity in questions is evaluated relative to the accessible
worlds as opposed to the anchor/utterance world. Relativized Exhaustivity preserves the merits of
Dayal’s exhaustivity presupposition while permitting MS; moreover, it explains the local-uniqueness
effects in modalized singular wh-questions.
Keywords: interrogatives, questions, answers, mention-some, uniqueness, exhaustivity, exclusivity,
free choice, modality, modal obviation, higher-order interpretations
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1.

Introduction

Most questions call for a true answer that is exhaustive relative to the discourse domain. For example,
to address the question in (1), the addressee A needs to specify all of the party attendants who are
relevant to the interests of the questioner Q. Such answers are called complete answers.
(1)

(A’s belief: Among the relevant individuals, only John and Mary went to the party.)
Q: ‘Who went to the party?’ A: ‘John and Mary.’

If the addressee believes that she isn’t fully informed and wants to be cooperative, she will mark
the incompleteness of her answer explicitly. She may either say “I don’t know who else did” or “I
don’t know if anyone else did”, or utter the answer with a prosodic rise-fall-rise contour (indicated
henceforth by ‘.../’; see Wagner et al. 2013).1 Answers like (2a) are called partial answers or incomplete
answers. If a partial answer is not properly marked, as in (2b), which has the default falling tone
(indicated by ‘\’), it will give rise to an exclusivity inference and will be misleading to the questioner.
(2)

(A’s belief: Antonio went to the party. It’s unclear who else went to the party.)
Q: ‘Who went to the party?’
A:

a.

‘Antonio did .../’
l

b.

h*

l-h%

Only Antonio went to the party.

# ‘Antonio did.\’
l

h*

l-l%

However, in many cases, wh-questions with the modal verb can (abbreviated as ‘can-questions’)
may be naturally addressed by a non-exhaustive answer. For instance in (3), the addressee A may
felicitously choose to specify one of the accessible coffee places, as in (3a). Crucially, although this
answer doesn’t carry an ignorance mark, it doesn’t give rise to an exclusivity inference. Following
Groenendijk and Stokhof (1984), I call answers like (3a) ‘mention-some (MS) answers’. Relatedly,
interpretations in which a question seeks a MS answer will be called ‘MS interpretations’, and
questions that admit MS interpretations will be called ‘MS questions’. To be sure, can-questions
1 There is no clear consensus on what the lack of final fall contributes to meaning. I take it to mark the pragmatic imperfection
of an answer, roughly read as ‘the best I can tell is ...’. For example, the answer in (i) is uttered without a final fall (marked by
‘...’). The lack of final fall indicates that A isn’t sure whether her answer is relevant to the question, not that the answer is
possibly non-exhaustive.

(i)

(A’s belief: John went to the party. It’s unclear whether he is a math professor.)
Q: ‘Which math professor went to the party?’ A: ‘John did ...’

Moreover, answers that are semantically incomplete may have the default prosody if they are pragmatically optimal. In
(ii), the non-exhaustive answer can be prosodically unmarked since it is informative enough relative to the questioner’s
conversational goals; indeed, answering the question exhaustively could sound like rambling.
(ii)

(To survive self-isolation, Alice stored a lot of food. She got lots of rice, canned chicken, and canned spinach — 100
lbs of each. She also got a variety of other things, such as dry noodles, canned tomatoes, and protein bars. Both Alice
and her friend Bob hold the belief that one can survive by consuming a sufficient amount of carbs, protein, and fiber.)
Bob: ‘What foods did you store to survive self-isolation?’ Alice: ‘Rice, canned chicken, and canned spinach.\’
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also admit ‘mention-all (MA) interpretations’: in (3), A may address the question by listing all of the
accessible coffee places. Hence, we say that can-questions exhibit a ‘MS/MA ambiguity’. MA answers
to can-questions can be stated either as conjunctions as in (3b), or more naturally as disjunctions as
in (3c) (Dayal 2017). The question interpretations in which a question is congruent with these two
types of answers are called ‘conjunctive MA’ and ‘disjunctive MA’, respectively.
(3)

(There are three coffee places nearby, namely Starbucks, Peet’s, and J.P. Licks.)
Q: ‘Where can we go to get coffee?’/ ‘Where can we get coffee?’
A:

6

a. ‘Starbucks.\’

Starbucks is the only place to get coffee.

b. ‘Starbucks, Peet’s, and J.P. Licks.\’
c. ‘Starbucks, Peet’s, or J.P. Licks.\’
There are two directions that one can take in analyzing MS answers, namely, treating MS answers
as partial answers or as complete answers. If one goes the first route, treating MS answers as partial
answers, it is puzzling that can-questions systematically tolerate incompleteness. A common view on
this puzzle is that whether a question admits a partial answer is primarily determined by pragmatic
factors — in a goal-driven context, an answer that is semantically partial can be considered as
complete relative to the conversational goals of the questioner. This view is taken by the ‘pragmatic
approaches’, which consider MS as a simple pragmatic phenomenon (Sect. 3.1), as well as by most of
the ‘semantic approaches’, which consider MS as an independent interpretation but attribute the
licensing of MS to pragmatic factors (Sect. 3.2.1). These approaches typically pursue a joint analysis
for MS answers to can-questions and non-exhaustive answers to non-can-questions.
There is no doubt that pragmatics plays an important role in the distribution of MS. What I want
to address in this paper is the question whether pragmatics is, or can ever be, the primary source of
MS. I observe that MS answers to can-questions are subject to a ‘mention-one-only’ constraint which
cannot be explained by pragmatics: in response to a can-question, only the answers that specify
exactly one option can be read non-exhaustively. Hence, contrary to most antecedent works but in
line with George 2011: Chap. 6 and Fox 2013, this paper analyzes MS as a grammatical phenomenon
that is primarily licensed by the presence of the modal verb can.
I will assume that MS answers and MA answers are derived based on a uniform answerhood
operation which doesn’t require global exhaustivity (after Fox 2013). This operation encodes the
properties of questions that relate to truth and exhaustivity/maximality. Next, I will present a
compositional analysis that derives the MS/MA ambiguity based on structural variations within the
question nucleus. In this analysis, the adopted answerhood operator delivers MS when it applies
to certain forms of can-questions, and moreover, the yielded MS answers are ‘mention-one’, locally
exhaustive, and mutually independent. I attribute the MS/MA ambiguity in can-questions to two
structural variations: (i) the scope ambiguity of a higher-order wh-trace relative to can, and (ii) the
absence/presence of an anti-exhaustification operator above can. As a welcome side effect of this
analysis, parameter (ii) casts a bridge between the distribution of disjunctive MA and the modal
obviation effect in licensing universal free-choice items.
However, allowing complete answers (‘complete’ in the sense that they are the expected type of
direct answers to the respective questions) to be non-exhaustive conflicts with an influential exhaustivity presupposition from Dayal 1996: a question is defined only if it has a unique exhaustive true
answer. This presupposition, henceforth called ‘Dayal’s exhaustivity presupposition’, nicely explains
the uniqueness effects of singular which-phrases. To solve this dilemma, I will propose to replace
Dayal’s exhaustivity presupposition with a presupposition of ‘Relativized Exhaustivity’, which has the
2

effect of evaluating exhaustivity relative to the accessible worlds as opposed to the anchor/utterance
world. Relativized Exhaustivity permits MS where needed, without over-generating it. Moreover, it
explains the local-uniqueness effects in modalized singular wh-questions.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the distributional factors of MS
interpretations of matrix questions. Section 3 reviews existing approaches to the MS phenomenon
and presents arguments for what I will call ‘nucleus-dependent approaches’, namely approaches
that attribute the licensing of MS to factors that are dependent on the question nucleus. Section 4
compositionally derives the various interpretations of can-questions, including first-order/higherorder MS, conjunctive MA, and disjunctive MA. Section 5 delves into the dilemma between uniqueness
and MS and reviews two recent analyses by Fox (2018, 2020) and Hirsch and Schwarz (2020). Section
6 proposes the concept of Relativized Exhaustivity, shows how it solves the dilemma, and accounts
for local uniqueness. Section 7 concludes. The appendices discuss choice questions and explore a
variable-free treatment of modal bases.
2.

Distributional factors of MS

2.1. Modal flavor and modal force
Modal verbs express a quantification over a set of possible worlds accessible to the anchor world.
Under normal matrix conditions, the anchor world is simply the utterance world. In the Kratzerian
theory of modality, modal verbs vary along two axes, namely, modal flavor and modal force. In a
modalized wh-question, the availability of MS is sensitive to both axes.
Modal flavor concerns how the possible worlds relate to the anchor world. It is jointly determined
by modal base and ordering source (Kratzer 1981, 1991). Modals involved in a MS question are typically
teleological or bouletic. These modals have a circumstantial modal base and an easy-to-perceive
ordering source which provides a priority ranking related to someone’s goals or desires (Portner
2009). For example, the answer satisfying the MS question in (4) is read as: ‘Among the worlds
compatible with the current circumstances, there is a world where our goals and desires are satisfied
by us getting coffee at Starbucks.’
(4)

Q: ‘Where can we get coffee?’ A: ‘Starbucks.\’

In contrast, without contextual support, questions with an epistemic modal do not admit a MS
interpretation (Dayal 2017: Chap. 3). In (5), the modal verb could quantifies over a set of worlds that
are compatible with the available evidence. To properly answer the question, the addressee needs to
list all the places that John possibly went to, as in (5b).
(5)

(A’s belief: There are two coffee places near John’s home, namely, Starbucks and Peet’s. John
frequents both.)
Q: ‘John left home for coffee 15 mins ago. Where could he have gone?’
A: a.
b.

? ‘Starbucks.\’
‘Starbucks or Peet’s.\’

Why can’t epistemic modals license MS? Intuitively, in (5) what the questioner is really interested
in knowing is where John actually went, not where he possibly went. However, since the questioner
doesn’t expect the addressee to know the answer, she chooses to ask a could-question to gather some
possibilities. To maximize the chance that the answer covers the place that John actually went to, the
addressee would list out all of the places he possibly went to.
3

Dayal (2017) has excluded epistemic modals and narrowed down the options to what Portner
(2009) classifies as ‘priority modals’. In Portner’s classification, priority modals include not only the
aforementioned teleological and bouletic modals but also deontic modals, whose ordering source
is related to obligations and permissions. However, MS interpretations are difficult in questions
with a deontic modal. In example (6), the modal verb can in the question is ambiguous between
a teleological and a deontic flavor. If Bob intends to provide an easy path for Alice to get the job
done, the MS answer (6a) is sufficient; however, if Bob intends to inform Alice about the regulations,
perhaps for future reference, then the exhaustive answer (6b) is needed. The deontic reading is more
salient if can is stressed or is replaced with be allowed to.2
(6)

(Alice, a first-year graduate student, is looking for someone to sign a document for her.
According to the regulations, this document can be signed by either her mentor, the program
director, or the department chair. One signature is sufficient. Bob knows the regulations
well.)
Alice: ‘Who can I ask to sign this document?’
Bob: a. ‘Your mentor.’

(Teleological: MS)

b. ‘Your mentor, the program director, or the department chair.’

(Deontic: MA)

Felicitous answers to a deontic can-question must be exhaustive because for such questions, the
addressee is expected to maximize the information of relevance to some pending decision of the
questioner’s. For example, answer (6b) could be understood as follows: ‘You can ask your mentor to
sign this document; however, if you can’t find your mentor or don’t want to interact with your mentor,
you can ask the program director or the department chair to sign this document.’ This meaning
would be an instance of what I call a ‘family of conditional MSs’ interpretation of can-questions,
which is found in cases where the feasibility of an option varies situationally (see Sect. 2.3).
Modal force concerns the force of quantification, which can be existential, universal, or something
in between. Only existential modals may license MS. In (7) and (8), the modal verb should is goaloriented but has a universal modal force. In example (7), clearly, the addressee is expected to specify
all the individuals who should be invited. Example (8) illustrates a multiple-choice scenario. If the
choices are comparable, the addressee is expected to provide a free choice answer as in (8b). The
single-choice answer (8a) is infelicitous or false in this context unless the addressee has reasons to
prefer Starbucks over Peet’s (e.g., the Starbucks location is new). If the quantification domain of
should is restricted to the worlds that best satisfy such preferences, (8a) becomes the only true answer.
(7)

Q: ‘Who should we invite to form a discussion panel?’
A: ‘The department chair, the program director, and the two graduate representatives.’

(8)

(A’s belief: There are two coffee places nearby, namely, Starbucks and Peet’s.)
Q: ‘Where should I get coffee?’
A:

a.
b.

? ‘Starbucks.’
‘Starbucks or Peet’s. (Either is good.)’

(2(φs.b. ∨ φp.ts. ))

In sum, only teleological and bouletic modals with an existential force can license MS interpretations.3 In English, these modalities are realized as can or through the use of infinitives (as in where to
get coffee). In this paper, unless specified, ‘can-questions’ refers to wh-questions with an existential
teleological/bouletic modal.
2I

thank Maria Biezma and Alexander Williams (pers. comm.) for helpful discussions on the data.
works argue that existential indefinites also license MS. For arguments against this view, see Appendix A.

3 Some
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2.2. Conversational goals
Conversational goals play an important role in the distribution of MS and MA interpretations of
matrix questions. On the one hand, questions without teleological/bouletic can admit MS answers
in — and only in — goal-oriented contexts (Dayal 2017). (9) and (10) exemplify the case with the
epistemic modal might. In both examples, the answer Bill might be in can be paraphrased as: ‘There is
a world w compatible with the available evidence such that Bill is in the office in w.’ However, in
(10), with an explicit conversational goal, this answer also implies a resolvedness inference: ‘In my
belief, in the current circumstance, that Bill is in the office leads to a possible satisfaction of your goal
to find someone to help you.’4 The same idea applies to the non-modalized question in (11).
(9)

a. I see a light on in the office. Who might be in at this time?
b. Bill might be in.\
The available evidence only suggests that BILL might be in the office.

(10)

a. I need help. Who might be in the office at this time?
b. Bill might be in.\ (He could help you.)
6 The available evidence only suggests that BILL might be in the office.

(11)

a. I need a ride to the party tonight. Who’s driving?
b. Bill is.\ (He could give you a ride.)
6 Only Bill is driving.

((9)–(11) are modified from Dayal 2017: p. 77)

On the other hand, as exemplified in (12), a conversational goal that calls for an exhaustive answer
sufficiently blocks the MS interpretation.
(12)

(After completing interviews with everyone on the long-list for a new faculty position, the departmental hiring committee decided to prioritize candidates who could teach Experimental
Semantics or Field Methods.)
Q: ‘Who can teach Experimental Semantics?’
A: ‘Judy can.\’
Among the candidates on the long-list, only Judy can teach Experimental Semantics.

There are two directions to analyze the MS-licensing effect of goal-oriented contexts. One direction
is to think of MS-licensing as a pragmatics-driven phenomenon: MS is primarily licensed by a nonexhaustive conversational goal, independent of the presence of a modal expression. In this view,
the reason why the modal verb can licenses MS is that it may convey the goal-oriented modality.
However, as I will lay out in Sect. 3.3, this ‘modal-to-context reduction’ analysis cannot explain the
distribution of MS in embeddings and the ‘mention-one-only’ constraint.
The other direction, which I will pursue in this paper, is to take the modal verb can as the primary
licensing factor; goal-oriented contexts may provide a constraint on the question nucleus (viz., the
predicative part of a wh-interrogative that the wh-phrase combines with, which is typically analyzed
as the IP part of the LF), forming a can-question which admits MS. For example, the questions in (10)
and (11) can be paraphrased as follows, where the underlined parts are contributed by the context.
(13)

a. Which x is such that x might be in the office and that x can help me if s/he is in the office?

4 Note that in (10), the literal meaning of the modalized answer, namely that Bill might be in the office, doesn’t ensure a
possible satisfaction of the questioner’s goal. More precisely, this answer implicates that Bill could help you if he is in the
office, not that Bill could help you if he might be in the office. Hence, no direct answer to Who might be in the office? (e.g., ‘Bill
might be in the office’) ensures a possible satisfaction of the questioner’s goal.
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b. Which x is such that x is driving and that x can give me a ride if s/he is driving?
With this ‘context-to-modal reduction’ strategy, whatever explains the MS-licensing effect of the
modal verb can also explains the MS-licensing effect of goal-oriented contexts. Moreover, this strategy
predicts that, if a wh-construction cannot obtain a covert can-restriction from the context, it admits
MS only in the presence of the modal verb can. As I will show, this prediction is consistent with
the observations regarding question embeddings and non-interrogative wh-constructions, to be
presented in Sect. 3.3.1.
2.3. Agent dependency and conditional MS
In some cases, MS answers are infelicitous even when the preceding question does have a goaloriented can and an existential conversational goal. If the options are subject to agent-dependent
restrictions (viz., the feasibility of an option varies with the desires of the questioner/agent or the
situation that the questioner/agent is in) and the addressee is uncertain about these restrictions,
she may want to specify multiple options that the questioner can choose from. In (14), although
the questioner only wants to ship one package, the addressee provides two options to fulfill two
different needs. In (15), although the questioner only needs one flu shot, the addressee lists all the
options since she doesn’t know which option is convenient to the questioner. These cases are related
to the observation made in Sect. 2.1 that deontic can-questions admit only exhaustive answers.
(14)

(There are four stores in town where one can ship packages: USPS, UPS, Fedex, and DHL.
USPS has a cheaper rate, while the others provide express delivery. All these stores are open
and are easily accessible to the questioner.)
Q: ‘Where can I go to ship this package?’
A: ‘USPS if you want a cheaper rate, or UPS if you need express delivery.’

(15)

(The city has locations of CVS, Walgreens, and Rite Aid, clustering in different districts. All
of these stores provide flu vaccines.)
Q: ‘Where can I go to get a flu vaccine?’
A: ‘CVS, Walgreens, or Rite Aid, whichever of those is the most convenient to you.’

In the above two cases, the multiple-option answer addresses a family of conditional MS questions.
For instance in (15), the question can be thought of as a family of sub-questions as follows: ‘If I live
in x, where can I get a flu vaccine?’. In each such sub-question, the modal base of can is restricted to
a set of worlds where the questioner lives in x.5 This meaning is formalized as below, where M is a
circumstantial modal base, and C is a set of propositional descriptions of relevant conditions:
(16)

JWhere can M I go to ...?K = {JIf φ, where can M I go to ...?K | φ ∈ C}
0 = M ∩ φ ]]}
= {JWhere can M0 I go to ...?K | ∃φ[φ ∈ C ∧ ∀w[ Mw
w

In each sub-question, the modal verb can is interpreted relative to a modal base M0 which maps any
anchor world w to a subset of Mw consisting of only the worlds where a condition in C is true. A
complete answer to this family of conditional can-questions should address all these questions, and
therefore is the conjunction of a set of MS answers.
This paper will not delve into the ‘family of conditional MSs’ interpretations any further. However,
for later discussions on the nature of the MS/MA distinction, it is crucial to distinguish between
5 Following

Kratzer (1981), I analyze the if-antecedent as a restriction of the modal base.
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a single can-question with a MA interpretation and a family of conditional can-questions with a
MS interpretation. To avoid confounding factors from the latter, the following discussion of the
grammatical constraints on the MS/MA distinction will make the questioners’ conversational goals
explicit and will consider only cases where the options are agent-independent.
3.

Analytic directions

I classify existing approaches to MS as shown in Table 1. At the top level, semantic approaches differ
from pragmatic approaches in that they consider MS an independent interpretation on a par with
exhaustive interpretations, not purely a pragmatic phenomenon. In the view of semantic approaches,
the MS/MA ambiguity is a genuine semantic ambiguity arising from the semantic composition of
an interrogative sentence. Semantic approaches are further divided into two types, either nucleusindependent or nucleus-dependent, depending on whether or not they see the availability of MS as
primarily determined by the question nucleus.
Pragmatic
(i) Independence of meaning
(ii) Sensitivity to nucleus

No
No

Semantic
Nucleus-independent Nucleus-dependent
Yes
Yes
No
Yes

Table 1: Pragmatic vs. semantic approaches. (i) Independence of meaning: MS exists as an independent
interpretation of questions, on a par with the exhaustive interpretations; (ii) sensitivity to nucleus: the
availability of MS is dependent on the question nucleus.
Pragmatic approaches highlight the importance of conversational goals in evaluating the adequacy
of an answer; however, they pay less attention to the role of the modal verb can in the distribution
of MS. Semantic approaches were first motivated to account for MS interpretations in question
embeddings. Most semantic approaches are ‘nucleus-independent’. However, with regard to their
predictions on what questions admit MS, nucleus-independent approaches are not any different
from pragmatic approaches: nucleus-independent operations are independent of the form of the
question nucleus; therefore, nucleus-independent approaches predict that any interrogative sentence
is semantically ambiguous between MS and MA.
In contrast to pragmatic approaches and nucleus-independent approaches, nucleus-dependent
approaches (e.g., George 2011: Chap. 6; Fox 2013) draw close attention to the connection between the
availability of MS interpretations and the presence of the modal verb can.
3.1. Pragmatic approaches
MS was initially perceived as a pragmatic phenomenon. Earlier works adopted this view to maintain
a core assumption in question semantics, namely, that question interpretations must be exhaustive
(Groenendijk and Stokhof 1984).6 MS answers, which are non-exhaustive, were therefore treated as
6 To be exact, Groenendijk and Stokhof (1984) assume that questions must be interpreted as strongly exhaustive, namely, the
extensional meaning of an interrogative not only affirms all the true answers but also rules out all the false ones. In this view,
the interrogative who came, for example, denotes a function that maps a world w to the exhaustified proposition ‘only x came’
that is true in w. Hence for Groenendijk and Stokhof, the puzzle of MS is why certain questions admit interpretations that are
not strongly exhaustive. Adopting this view, George (2011: Chap. 2) analyzes the MS/MA distinction as a semantic contrast
between MS and strongly exhaustive interpretations (to be reviewed in Sect. 3.2.1).
In contrast to Groenendijk and Stokhof 1984, most recent works on question semantics take the so-called weakly exhaustive
meaning (i.e., the meaning that only affirms all the true answers) as the basic meaning of an interrogative. For example, the
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partial answers permitted due to pragmatic considerations, such as their being sufficient relative to
the conversational goals. For instance, with the question Where can we get coffee around here?, if the
goal of the questioner is just to get a coffee, the addressee is only expected to specify one coffee place
suited to the questioner’s needs; in contrast, if the goal is to investigate the local coffee market, the
addressee is expected to list all the coffee places in the area under consideration. This direction of
analysis was first sketched in partition semantics (Groenendijk and Stokhof 1984) and has remained
popular in various frameworks of question semantics.
In contrast to Groenendijk and Stokhof 1984, a few other works on questions and answers assume
that the semantics of an interrogative is underspecified, and further, that whether or not an answer
is ‘complete’ is determined by how well this answer resolves the question relative to the goals of the
questioner (Ginzburg 1995; van Rooij 2003, 2004; Schulz and van Rooij 2006; a.o.). Ginzburg (1995)
argues that the resolvedness of an answer is evaluated relative to two context-dependent parameters:
(i) the conversational goal(s), and (ii) the addressee’s mental state, which determines whether an
answer has the satisfaction of the goals as a consequence. For questions with a goal-oriented modal,
resolvedness is straightforwardly satisfied. In (17), the goal ‘give us a ride’ is explicitly given by
the question, and the true answer ‘Bill can (give us a ride)’ entails a possible satisfaction of the goal
regardless of the addressee’s mental state. This idea also applies to non-modalized questions. In
(18), the answer ‘Bill is (driving)’ implies a resolvedness inference as follows: ‘In my belief, in the
current circumstance, that Bill is driving provides a way to satisfy your goal to find someone to give
you a ride.’
(17)

Q: ‘Who can give us a ride?’
A: ‘Bill can.\’

(18)

Q: ‘I need a ride to the party tonight. Who’s driving?’
A: ‘Bill is.\ (He could give you a ride.)’

van Rooij (2003, 2004) relates question-answering to decision problems and provides a statistical
characterization for the utility of a non-exhaustive answer. In this theory, the fact that can-questions
admit MS answers is not essentially different from the fact that the two non-can-questions in (19)
admit non-exhaustive answers.
(19)

a. Who has got a light?

(with an existential goal)

b. Who, for example, came to the party?

(with a partiality marker for example)

The most commonly raised challenge to pragmatic approaches, as pointed out by Groenendijk
and Stokhof (1984) themselves and reiterated by George (2011), has been that MS interpretations are
available not only in matrix questions but also in question embeddings. As seen in (20b), knowing a
MS question entails knowing a true MS answer to this question.
(20)

a. Jack knows [who arrived].
For every relevant individual x, if x arrived, Jack knows that x arrived.

basic meaning of who came is a function that maps a world w to the proposition ‘x came’ such that it is true in w that only x
came. Strong exhaustivity, then, is derived from weak exhaustivity via a separate answerhood operation (Heim 1994; Dayal
1996; Beck and Rullmann 1999) or a strengthening operation (Klinedinst and Rothschild 2011; Nicolae 2013, 2015; Uegaki
2015). Hence for these analyses, the puzzle of MS is why certain questions admit interpretations that are not even weakly
exhaustive. Following this view, I will analyze the MS/MA distinction as a contrast between MS and weakly exhaustive
interpretations.
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b. Jack knows [who can address this question].
For at least one relevant individual x such that x can address this question, Jack knows that x
can address this question.
Pragmatic approaches have proposed multiple ways to address this challenge, by making either the
semantic denotations of questions or the definition of answerhood context-dependent. For instance,
as seen above, Ginzburg (1995) and van Rooij (2003) argue that the resolvedness of an answer is
context-dependent, which can affect the truth conditions of question embeddings like (20b). Lahiri
(2002) proposes that the interpretation of a question embedding involves picking a sub-question of
the embedded question, whose size is determined by the goal of the speaker. An unpublished version
of Dayal 2017 analyzes the semantic denotation of a question as context-independent but defines
an answerhood operator for MS that is sensitive to the conversational goal. With these options, the
fact that MS is available in embeddings isn’t a knockdown argument against pragmatic approaches.
However, it remains puzzling to pragmatic approaches as well as to some of the semantic approaches
why MS is less readily available in embeddings of non-can-questions, to be discussed in Sect. 3.3.1.
3.2. Semantic approaches: Nucleus-independent versus nucleus-dependent
I call an approach to MS ‘semantic’ if it satisfies two criteria: (i) it perceives MS as an independent
interpretation of questions, on a par with exhaustive interpretations, and (ii) it attributes the MS/MA
ambiguity to operations in the semantic composition of the wh-construction. This classification
isn’t rigid. For example, as mentioned above, an unpublished version of Dayal 2017 assumes an
answerhood operator for MS answers that involves context-dependent parameters. This approach
can be viewed as ‘semantic’ because answerhood is part of the semantic composition, and it can
be viewed as ‘pragmatic’ since the answerhood operator for MS answers is defined as contextdependent. However, as I will argue next, the demarcation between ‘pragmatic’ and ‘semantic’ isn’t
that important; what truly matters is whether the MS/MA ambiguity is attributed to operations that
can interact with the modal verb can, which appears within the question nucleus.
Most existing semantic approaches are ‘nucleus-independent approaches’: they attribute the
MS/MA ambiguity of a wh-question to operations outside the question nucleus (e.g., the answerhood operation). In contrast, nucleus-dependent approaches attribute this ambiguity to structural
ambiguities within the question nucleus. Below I will review some representatives of both categories.
(Answer)
Nucleus-independent
Ans
(Operator to root)

CP
(Q-root)
...
whoi

...
...

IP
(Q-nucleus)

Nucleus-dependent

. . . can. . . ti . . .
Figure 1: Nucleus-independent versus nucleus-dependent approaches
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3.2.1. Nucleus-independent approaches
Nucleus-independent approaches attribute the MS/MA ambiguity to operations outside the question nucleus, such as the selection of a particular answerhood operator (Beck and Rullmann 1999;
Caponigro and Davidson 2011), the lexical ambiguity of the wh-expression or the interrogative C
head (Theiler et al. 2018), or the application of a strengthening/weakening operator outside the
nucleus (George 2011: Chap. 2). The following reviews the accounts of Beck and Rullmann (1999)
and George (2011: Chap. 2).
MS as existential answerhood Beck and Rullmann (1999) attribute the MS/MA ambiguity to the
selection of one of several answerhood operators. They define the root of a question unambiguously
as a Hamblin-Karttunen intension (i.e., a function that maps a world to the set of true propositional
answers to the question in this world) but assume the availability of multiple answerhood operators,
including:
(21)

a. JAnsBR1 K = λwλQhs,hst,tii . { p | Q(w)( p) ∧ p(w)}
T

b. JAnsBR3 K = λwλQhs,hst,tii λPhs,stti .∃ p[ P(w)( p) ∧ Q(w)( p) ∧ p(w)]
The above two answerhood operators differ in exhaustivity. In (22), for the embedding sentence ‘x
knows Q’, applying AnsBR1 to the embedded question returns the conjunction of all true propositional
answers to this question, yielding a MA (viz., weakly exhaustive) interpretation. In contrast, in
(23), applying AnsBR3 to the embedded question returns an existential generalized quantifier over
questions. Interpreting this quantifier over the embedding predicate yields an existential/MS
interpretation.
(22)

a. LF for MA: [ x knows [ AnsBR1 (w)(Q) ]]
b. Meaning: knoww ( x, { p | Q(w)( p) ∧ p(w)})
T

(23)

a. LF for MS: [ AnsBR3 (w)(Q) λphs,ti λw0 [ x knowsw0 p ]]
b. Meaning: ∃ p[knoww ( x, p) ∧ Q(w)( p) ∧ p(w)]

MS as the absence of strong exhaustivity George (2011: Chap. 2) defines the concept of answerhood as unambiguously existential and attributes the MS/MA ambiguity to the absence/presence of
a strengthening operator in question formation. As illustrated in (24), a question root is formed in two
steps: (i) a property-forming abstraction operation Abs, and (ii) the shifting of this property into a set
of propositions by a question-formation operator Q. In addition, before Q is applied, a strengthening
operator X optionally acts on Abs. When X is absent, the root denotes a set of non-exhaustified
propositions as in (24d), each of which is a non-strongly-exhaustive (viz., MS or weakly exhaustive)
answer. When X is present, the root denotes a set of exhaustified propositions read as ‘Only the
members of β came’ as in (24e), each of which is a strongly exhaustive answer.
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(24)

Who came?
a. JAbsK = λwλxe .camew ( x )

b. JQK = λαhs,τti λphs,ti .∃ β τ [ p = λw.α(w)( β)]

∃

Q-root:: hst, ti

c. JXK = λγτ λδτ [δ = γ]

Q

d. Without X: MS/ weakly exhaustive
JQ(Abs)K = λphs,ti .∃ β e [ p = λw.camew ( β)]
= {λw.camew ( β) | β ∈ De }

(X)

Abs:: hs, eti
who came

e. With X: strongly exhaustive
JQ(X(Abs))K = λphs,ti .∃ β he,ti [ p = λw[(λxe .camew ( x )) = β]]
= {λw.[(λxe .camew ( x )) = β] | β ∈ Dhe,ti }

Since nucleus-independent approaches attribute the MS/MA ambiguity to operations independent
of the question nucleus, they do not predict any structure-related constraints for the distribution of
MS. For instance, no grammatical factor may block the use of Beck and Rullmann’s AnsBR3 -operator
or force the presence of George’s X-operator. Hence, just like pragmatic approaches, nucleusindependent approaches predict that the distribution of MS is solely determined by pragmatics.
3.2.2. Nucleus-dependent approaches
Nucleus-dependent approaches attribute the MS/MA ambiguity to structural variations within the
question nucleus. Below I review the accounts of George (2011: Chap. 6) and Fox (2013), which
analyze the MS/MA ambiguity in can-questions as a scope ambiguity of exhaustivity or distributivity
relative to the modal can.
MS as a scopal effect of exhaustification Distinct from the analysis reviewed in (24), George (2011:
Chap. 6) assumes that the X-operator is mandatorily used in question formation and treats MS as a
scopal effect of this operator. When the X-operator takes scope below an existential expression, such
as the existential modal can, the root denotes a set of propositions that are not globally exhaustive.
(25)

Who can chair the committee?
a. JAbsK = λxe .chairw0 ( x )

b. JX(Abs)K = λδhe,ti [δ = λxe .chairw0 ( x )]
c. JcanK = λqhs,ti .∃w0 ∈ Mw [q(w0 )]

d. Jcan(X(Abs))K = λδhe,ti

.∃ w 0

∃

Q-root:: hst, ti
Q

∈ Mw [δ = λxe .chairw0 ( x )]

e. JQ(can(X(Abs)))K
= λphs,ti .∃ β he,ti [ p = λw.∃w0 ∈ Mw [(λxe .chairw0 ( x )) = β]]
= {λw.∃w0 ∈ Mw [(λxe .chairw0 ( x )) = β] | β ∈ Dhe,ti }

can

X

Abs:: he, ti
who chair

This account predicts that the MS interpretation is only available in questions with an existential
expression. It also nicely accounts for what I call the ‘local-exhaustivity effect’ of MS answers, an
observation made in Xiang 2016: Chap. 2. Compare the answers in (26): although it is true that
Andy can serve on the committee, (26a) is a bad answer, in contrast to (26b,c), each of which specifies
the full composition of a possible committee. This contrast argues that MS answers are subject to
local exhaustivity; for example, (26b) is read as: ‘It can be the case that only Andy and Billy serve on
the committee.’ In George’s scope-based account, the strengthening operator X applied under can
11

captures this intuition.
(26)

(The committee can be formed in two ways: it should either have the two members Andy
and Billy, or have the three members Andy, Billy, and Cindy.)
Who can serve on the committee?
a.

# Andy can.\

b.

Andy and Billy can.\

c.

Andy, Billy, and Cindy can.\

However, this account also faces several problems. First, the composition between can and X(Abs)
doesn’t follow the conventional rules: can selects for a proposition, while X(Abs) denotes a set of
predicates. Second, although the local application of X nicely predicts the local-exhaustivity effect
of MS answers, the global application of X forces a strongly exhaustive interpretation, which is too
strong (see fn. 6). Third, this account predicts that any expressions with an existential force, including
indefinites, can license MS. However, a number of empirical distinctions between can-questions and
questions with an existential indefinite argue that the non-exhaustive interpretations of these two
types of questions have different origins. For details, see Appendix A and references therein.
MS as a scopal effect of distributivity Fox (2013) assumes that MS and MA answers are obtained
by a uniform answerhood operator which calls for complete true answers but doesn’t demand global
exhaustivity. As defined in (27), a true answer is complete as long as it is not asymmetrically entailed
by any other true answers. Here Q denotes the Hamblin set of the question, also called ‘answer
space’.
(27)

AnsFox (w)( Q) = { p | w ∈ p ∈ Q ∧ ∀q[w ∈ q ∈ Q → q 6⊂ p]}

(Fox 2013)

Fox’s answerhood operator is stronger than simple existentiality but weaker than exhaustivity. In
contrast, Dayal’s (1996) answerhood operator returns the exhaustive true answer, which is the unique
true answer that entails all the true answers.7
(28)

AnsDayal (w)( Q) = ∃ p[w ∈ p ∈ Q ∧ ∀q[w ∈ q ∈ Q → p ⊆ q]].
ιp[w ∈ p ∈ Q ∧ ∀q[w ∈ q ∈ Q → p ⊆ q]]

(Dayal 1996)

Fox (2013) further analyzes the MS/MA ambiguity as a scopal effect of distributivity. He assumes
that the wh-trace, together with a covert distributivity operator, forms a distributive phrase [X each].
If this phrase takes scope below the modal verb can, as in (29a), the answer space of the question
is not closed under conjunction. In this interpretation, applying AnsFox may return a set of nonexhaustive/MS answers. In contrast, if distributivity takes wide scope or if the question nucleus
contains no existential expression, the answer space of the question is closed under conjunction, and
the output of applying AnsFox is a singleton set containing only the conjunctive MA answer.
7 The

(i)

following illustrates the difference between Dayal’s and Fox’s answerhood operators:
Let Q1 = { p, q} and Q2 = { p, q, p ∧ q}, where p and q are propositions that are true in w and logically independent
of each other. We have:
a. AnsDayal (w)( Q1 ) is undefined, while AnsFox (w)( Q1 ) = { p, q};
b. AnsDayal (w)( Q2 ) = p ∧ q, while AnsFox (w)( Q2 ) = { p ∧ q}.

Fox’s answerhood operator predicts the following distribution of MS: a question with an answer space Q has a MS interpretation
only if there is a world w such that AnsFox (w)( Q) is a non-singleton set (as in the case of Q1 ). If Q is closed under conjunction
(as in the case of Q2 ) or if the propositions in Q are all mutually exclusive, AnsFox (w)( Q) remains a singleton set containing
only the proposition yielded by AnsDayal , and in this case the question has a MA interpretation.
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(29)

(Only Andy and Billy can chair the committee. Co-chairing is disallowed.)
Who can chair the committee?
a. [cp who λX ... [ip can [ [X each] λx [ x chair the committee ]]]]

(can  each: MS)

i. True answers: {3chair( a), 3chair(b)}
ii. AnsFox (w)( Q) = {3chair( a), 3chair(b)}
b. [cp who λX ... [ip [X each] λx [ can [ x chair the committee ]]]]

(each  can: MA)

i. True answers: {3chair( a) ∧ 3chair(b), 3chair( a), 3chair(b)}
ii. AnsFox (w)( Q) = {3chair( a) ∧ 3chair(b)}
Compared with George’s account, Fox’s account allows for weak exhaustivity and doesn’t force
strong exhaustivity. However, it doesn’t explain the local-exhaustivity effect of MS answers and
under-generates MS answers. For the case in (26), repeated below, the MS answer (26b) won’t count
as a complete true answer since it is asymmetrically entailed by (26c). In other words, Fox’s account
predicts that (26b) is as bad as (26a), contrary to fact.
(26)

(The committee can be formed in two ways: it should either have the two members Andy
and Billy, or have the three members Andy, Billy, and Cindy.)
Who can serve on the committee?
a.

3serve( a)

# Andy can.\

b.

Andy and Billy can.\

c.

Andy, Billy, and Cindy can.\

3(serve( a) ∧ serve(b))
3(serve( a) ∧ serve(b) ∧ serve(c))

In addition, just like George’s account, Fox’s account over-predicts a MS-licensing effect for existential indefinites. This over-prediction problem also applies to the recently developed partition-byexhaustification account of Fox 2018, 2020, to be reviewed in Sect. 5.2.1.
In short, nucleus-dependent approaches attribute the origin of the MS/MA ambiguity to operations
within the question nucleus. Since the modal verb can is interpreted within the nucleus, only nucleusdependent approaches may predict a grammatical relation between the presence of can and the
availability of MS.
3.3. Arguments for nucleus-dependent approaches
Pragmatic approaches and nucleus-independent approaches predict that the MS interpretations of
can-questions are primarily licensed by pragmatic factors, especially by whether or not the question
has an existential conversational goal. In this view, the modal verb can may license MS just because
it naturally comes with an existential conversational goal. This idea is compatible with the data
on matrix questions, as seen in (9)–(11). Further, as for why existential conversational goals license
MS, pragmatic approaches attribute this fact to the resolvedness/utility of an answer: when the
conversational goal is existential, a non-exhaustive answer suffices for resolving the question. To this
extent, as predicted by the utility theory of van Rooij (2003, 2004), the non-exhaustive interpretations
of can-questions and non-can-questions (see (19)) are of the same nature.
In contrast, nucleus-dependent approaches predict that the modal verb can (or another equivalent
modal expression), which appears within the question nucleus, is the primary source for licensing
MS. Existing nucleus-dependent approaches haven’t said much about the MS-licensing effect of
13

conversational goals. However, they are compatible with the context-to-modal reduction strategy
which I argued for in Sect. 2.2: conversational goals may license MS for matrix non-can-questions
simply because they can restrict the question nucleus and turn a non-can-question into a question
with a covert can. Other pragmatic factors may serve as a blocker for MS answers or a rescuer for
incomplete answers.
The following discusses two linguistic constraints on MS, both of which support the direction of
nucleus-dependent approaches. First, without the presence of can, MS interpretations are difficult
to obtain in question embeddings and non-interrogative wh-constructions. Second, MS answers to
can-questions are subject to a ‘mention-one-only’ constraint, which cannot be explained by pragmatic
factors.
3.3.1. The role of can in licensing MS in embeddings
In contrast to matrix questions, MS interpretations are less readily available in embeddings of a
non-can-question (Dayal 2017: Chap. 3). This observation has been experimentally validated by Xiang
and Cremers (2017): all else being equal, the presence of can in the embedded question significantly
increases the acceptance of a MS interpretation.
The experiments of Xiang and Cremers (2017) proceeded as follows. First, the participants were
presented with a paragraph describing the background:
“Mary is in charge of choosing two children to lead the dance. The only rule is that the
children leading the dance should have an accessory in common.”
This background specifies an existential goal of the attitude holder (i.e., Mary wants to find two
children who have an accessory in common to co-lead the dance). Next, the participants saw a set
of pictures illustrating how children were dressed and two sentences describing Mary’s memory.
Figure 2 presents a MS trial: Mary remembers only one of the two pairs of children who have an
accessary in common and can co-lead the dance.
How children are dressed:

Ann

Bill

Chloe

Diana

Mary’s memory
Bill and Chloe wear the same bowtie, Chloe wears a hat.
Therefore, Bill and Chloe can lead the dance.

Figure 2: MS trial in Xiang and Cremers 2017
Finally, the participants were asked to judge the truth value of a question-embedding sentence. The
form of the embedded question varied by two conditions: (i) whether the wh-subject is who or which
children, and (ii) whether the embedded question is a can-question, as in (30a), or is not modalized,
as in (30b). With the background described above, whatever addresses the embedded can-question
in (30a) also addresses the embedded non-modalized question in (30b), and vice versa.
(30)

a. Mary remembers {who, which children} can lead the dance.

([+Modal])

b. Mary remembers {who, which children} have an accessary in common.

([–Modal])
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This study found that statements with can were judged acceptable significantly more often than ones
without. In the statistical analysis, regardless of the form of the wh-subject, fitting the data of the MS
trials with a logistic mixed-effects model yielded a significant effect of [±Modal] (p < .001). (For
detailed results, see Xiang and Cremers 2017.)
Other than with question embeddings, the MS-licensing effect of can is also observed in noninterrogative wh-constructions such as wh- free relatives and Mandarin wh-conditionals. These
constructions have an existential interpretation only in the presence of an existential teleological/bouletic modal. Wh- free relatives usually have a universal interpretation; however, in (31b),
the free relative that contains the existential goal-oriented modal could accepts and even prefers an
existential interpretation (Chierchia and Caponigro 2013). In (31c), with the universal goal-oriented
modal ought to, the free relative has to be interpreted universally.
(31)

a. Jack ate [what Mary cooked for him].
John ate everything that Mary cooked for him.
b. Jack went to [where he could go to get help].
John went to one of the places where he could go to get help.
c. Jack went to [where he ought to go to get help].
John went to all of the places where he ought to go to get help.

(Universal)
(Existential)
(Universal)

Wh-conditionals in Mandarin are made up of two wh-clauses with the same wh-morphology. In most
cases, a wh-conditional expresses a universal condition: every entity that constitutes a true short
answer to the question expressed by the antecedent wh-clause also constitutes a true short answer to
the question expressed by the consequent wh-clause.8 However, as seen in (32b), a wh-conditional
has an existential interpretation if the antecedent wh-clause contains the existential goal-oriented
modal verb neng ‘can’ (Liu 2016b; Xiang 2016, 2021a).
(32)

a. Ni qu-guo nar,
wo jiu qu nar.
you go-exp where, I jiu go where
Intended: ‘I will go to every place where you have been to.’

(Universal)

b. Nar neng mai-dao jiu,
wo jiu qu nar.
where can buy-reach liquor, I jiu go where
Intended: ‘I will go to one of the places where I can buy liquor.’

(Existential)

In sum, despite the fact that existential conversational goals sufficiently license non-exhaustive answers to matrix questions, in a number of embedding constructions, including question embeddings,
wh- free relatives, and wh-conditionals, MS/existential interpretations are less readily available in the
absence of an existential goal-oriented modal like can. One plausible explanation for this contrast is
that the contextual support for licensing MS or other non-exhaustive interpretations is less accessible
to embedded wh-constructions. If this explanation is on the right track, we can conclude that the
goal-oriented modal can is a sufficient MS-licenser.9
8 For

definitions of ‘short answers’, see fn. 14.
is a possible counterargument against the view of treating can as the primary MS-licenser that I would like to
address. Dayal (2017: Sect. 3.2) observes that the interrogative subject of depend on does not have a MS interpretation, as in (i).
She then argues that MS requires a goal-driven modality, which is unavailable in sentences with a non-human subject. This
idea predicts that the licenser of MS isn’t the expression can, but rather the non-exhaustive goal introduced by can.
9 There

(i)

Where you can get gas depends on what day it is.

I would argue that the interrogative subject in (i) is semantically ambiguous between MS and MA, but this ambiguity collapses
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3.3.2. The ‘mention-one-only’ constraint on MS answers
Distinct from other non-exhaustive answers, MS answers to can-questions are subject to a ‘mentionone-only’ constraint: a felicitous MS answer only specifies one option that resolves the question.
Therefore, it is more precise to call MS answers ‘mention-one answers’ — in contrast to ‘mention-few
answers’, which specify multiple options. In what follows, I will argue that mention-few differs from
mention-one in two aspects: (i) embeddings of can-questions admit mention-one interpretations
but not mention-few interpretations; (ii) in discourse, unlike mention-one answers, mention-few
answers to can-questions easily imply exclusivity.
First, embeddings of can-questions allow for mention-one and mention-all interpretations but not
non-exhaustive ‘mention-N’ (N ≥ 2) interpretations, even in cases where mention-N fits better with
the conversational goal than mention-one/all. In (33), the conversational goal calls for a ‘mentionthree answer’ (i.e., an answer that specifies three possible venues). If MS interpretations were
primarily licensed by the conversational goal, (33) should have the mention-three interpretation
(33b), contrary to fact.
(33)

(The committee needs to identify three possible campus venues for the upcoming conference.
They expect about 300 people to attend the conference.)
Jill knows where on campus one can hold a conference with 300 participants.
a. 3 ‘Jill knows one/all of the places on campus where one can hold a conference with
300 participants.’
(Available: mention-one/all)
b. 7 ‘Jill knows three of the places on campus where one can hold a conference with 300
participants.’
(Unavailable: mention-three)

Note that it is difficult to rule out mention-few interpretations based on the truth conditions of (33).
The sentence ‘x knows Q’, where Q has a MS interpretation, is true if and only if (i) x knows a true
mention-one answer to Q, and (ii) x has no false belief relevant to Q. However, since knowing a true
mention-three answer or knowing three mention-one answers entails condition (i), the mention-one
interpretation is true in a scenario where Jill knows three possible venues. To examine the availability
of a mention-three interpretation empirically, consider the following conversation involving a polar
question with embedded can. In (34), despite the conversational goal being ‘mention-three’, the
addressee Bob cannot felicitously reply with a denial or an apology while admitting that he knows
one possible venue. Such a reply would be felicitous only if Alice had explicitly requested him to
name three places, e.g., if she had asked “Do you know/ Could you tell me three places on campus
under the selectional requirement of the matrix predicate. The subject of depend on must be strongly exhaustive. For example
in (ii), if the subject interrogative were weakly/intermediately exhaustive, speaker B’s objection would be infelicitous.
(ii)

A: ‘Who got selected depended on who passed the exam.’
B: ‘Well, that’s not true. Bill was selected even though he didn’t pass the exam.’

The strong exhaustivity inference can be derived from a MS denotation in the same way in which it is derived from a weakly
exhaustive denotation. As shown in (iii), this inference can be defined in terms of answerhood equivalence (Heim 1994; Dayal
1996; Beck and Rullmann 1999): For a question Q and an evaluation world w, the strong exhaustivity inference is the set of
worlds w0 such that the weakly exhaustive answers to Q in w and w0 are the same. Crucially, this definition applies even if Q
has a MS interpretation: let Ans(JQK)(w) be the set of true MS answers to Q in w; then (iii) denotes the set of worlds w0 such
that the MS answers to Q in w and in w0 are the same, which corresponds to the strong exhaustivity inference.
(iii)

Strong exhaustivity inference of a question Q in the world w: λw0 [Ans(w)(JQK) = Ans(w0 )(JQK)]

Hence, it is plausible that in (i) the subject interrogative itself has a MS interpretation, but thanks to the selectional constraint
of depend on, this MS semantic denotation is turned into a strong exhaustivity inference by a question-external operation.
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where one can hold a conference with 300 participants?”, or if she had added to her original question:
“Could you name three such places?”10
(34)

Alice: ‘We are looking for a campus venue for the upcoming conference. We need to identify
three options. Do you know where on campus one can hold a conference with 300
participants?’
Bob: ‘Yes, but I only know one such place.’/‘#No/Sorry, I only know one such place.’

Second, in discourse, in contrast to mention-one answers, mention-few answers are not read
non-exhaustively in the absence of an ignorance marker. The following is a comprehension task
concerning a typical MS question, presented in English and in Mandarin. Both tests were posted
informally to social network sites, given in writing and thus free of prosodic biases. Speakers were
asked to judge whether either the mention-one answer (i) or the mention-two answer (ii) gave rise to
an exclusivity inference. Notably, among those who judged (i) non-exhaustively, a large majority
judged (ii) exhaustively.11
(35)

(Alice has an electric slicer, which comes with 10 blades. These blades have different colors
and shapes, designed for different ingredients. Now, while Alice is cooking, her friend Bob
comes to help her cut carrots. Bob thinks highly of Alice’s cooking skills and trusts her
words.)
a. English
Bob: Which blade can I use to cut carrots?
Alice:

i. The green one.
ii. The green one or the black one.

b. Mandarin
Bob: Na-ge
daopian keyi yonglai
qie huluobo?
which-cl blade can be-used-for cut carrot?
‘Which blade can be used for cutting carrots?’
that in this scenario it is infelicitous to ask “Do you know which three places on campus one can hold a conference
with 300 participants?”, because this question presupposes that there are only three such places on campus. This inference
derives from the uniqueness effects of numeral-modified which-phrases (see Sect. 5.1.1).
11 The design of the comprehension task in (35) avoids a few confounding factors. First, the domain of the wh-phrase is small
and salient, which avoids confounds from implicit domain restrictions. Admittedly, a small domain makes the exhaustive
interpretations more appealing, which makes it harder to gather judgments related to the MS interpretation. Second, this
example avoids the ‘family of conditional MSs’ interpretation (discussed in Sect. 2.3), which is otherwise hard to distinguish
from mention-few/all.
The participants were asked to reply ‘Yes’/‘No’ to the following: (Q1) If you were Bob, when you hear Alice says (i), would
you be inclined to believe that only the green blade is suited for cutting carrots? (Q2) If you were Bob, when you hear Alice
says (ii), would you be inclined to believe that only the green blade and the black blade are suited for cutting carrots?
For the English version, (35a), most responses collected from native speakers were unrelated to the MS interpretations. Out
of 18 consultants, 13 replied ‘Yes’ to both Q1 and Q2 (abbreviated as 1Y2Y), which shows that they interpreted the question
exhaustively. In particular, 5 of these 13 speakers reported that the exclusivity inference was stronger in (ii) than in (i), which
supports the ‘mention-one-only’ constraint. Among those who read the question non-exhaustively, 3 replied 1N2Y, which
again affirms the constraint, and 2 replied 1N2N based on considerations related to implicit restrictions on the modal base: (i)
implies that the green blade is the only choice fitting Alice’s preferences, but in principle there could be other blades suited for
cutting carrots. To better validate the claimed ‘mention-one-only’ constraint, it would be helpful to conduct a more extensive
experimental study in English.
For the Mandarin version, (35b), the pattern is clearer, thanks to the larger size of the data set. Out of 606 native speakers, 308
interpreted the question exhaustively. Among the 251 speakers who read (i) non-exhaustively, 214 interpreted (ii) exhaustively,
which well supports the ‘mention-one-only’ constraint. The distribution of the votes was as follows: 1Y2Y (308), 1N2N (37),
1Y2N (47), 1N2Y (214).
10 Note
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Alice:

i. Lüse-de zhe-ge keyi.
green-mod this-cl can
‘The green one can.’
ii. Lüse-de zhe-ge huozhe heise-de zhe-ge dou keyi.
green-mod this-cl or
black-mod this-cl dou can
Intended (free choice): ‘The green one and the black one both can.’

The contrast in exhaustivity between (i) and (ii) argues that there is a grammatical constraint that
only allows mention-one answers to be MS answers. As I will argue in Sect. 4.2, when a can-question
has a MS interpretation, answers expressed by an (atomic/plural) individual are possibly complete,
while answers formed out of a Boolean coordination are not.
For answers to questions with a partiality marker (e.g., for example, for instance, give me an example),
there is no contrast in exhaustivity between mention-one and mention-few. In (36) and (37), regardless
of the presence of can, neither mention-one nor mention-few answers imply exclusivity. What’s
more, a questioner using a partiality marker has the option of making an exact ‘mention-N’ inquiry,
by explicitly saying “Give me N examples”.
(36)

Who is on your committee, for example?

6

a. Andy is on my committee.\
b. Andy and Billy are on my committee.\
(37)

6

Only Andy is on my committee.

Only Andy and Billy are on my committee.

Who can chair the committee alone, for example?

6

a. Andy can.\

6

b. Andy and Billy (each) can.\

Only Andy can chair it alone.

Only Andy and Billy can chair it alone.

The contrast between the can-question (35) and the for example-questions (36),(37) in accepting nonexhaustive mention-few answers argues that the sources of non-exhaustivity in these two types of
questions are different. I treat the partiality marker for example as a discourse-level expression which
appears outside the question root. It signals that the questioner tolerates an incomplete true answer
and presupposes the existence of such an answer in the answer space of the question (Xiang 2021a).12
In contrast, the non-exhaustivity of MS answers to can-questions is grammatically obtained from the
12 I

define the presupposition of for example as follows:

(i)

JQ, for example?K is defined in w only if there is a proposition p such that

a. p is a complete true answer to Q in some other world w0 (viz., p is potentially complete);
b. p is asymmetrically entailed by a complete true answer to Q in w (viz., p is true but partial in w).

In brief, for example can be used only if the preceding question has answers that are both potentially complete and possibly
partial. This treatment is supported by the distributional constraint observed in (ii), taken from Xiang 2021a: for example
cannot be felicitously attached to a question that has at most one true answer.
(ii)

a. Which boy came, # for example?
b. Is it raining, # for example?
c. Did you vote for Andy or Billy, # for example?

Note that for question (37), my analysis of MS questions predicts that the presupposition of for example can only ever be
satisfied if and only if the preceding can-question has a MA interpretation. In this interpretation, the MA answer is the
unique complete true answer, and the mention-one/few answers in (37a,b) are incomplete answers asymmetrically entailed
by the MA answer. In contrast, the presupposition of for example can never be satisfied if the preceding can-question has a
MS interpretation. In a MS interpretation, the question has no potentially complete answer that can ever be incomplete: the
complete true answers are all mention-one answers, and the mention-one answers, unless independently ruled out, are all
potentially complete.
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answerhood operator for complete true answers. In Fox’s account and my account, the answerhood
operator may return non-exhaustivity when it applies to particular types of root denotations of
can-questions.
In sum, MS answers to can-questions are subject to a ‘mention-one-only’ constraint. For one
thing, the sentence ‘x knows can-Q’ implies that x knows a mention-one answer or the mention-all
answer to the embedded can-question, but not that x knows a non-exhaustive mention-few answer
to this can-question. For another, to serve as replies to a can-question, non-exhaustive mention-few
answers, while being more informative than mention-one answers, have to be ignorance-marked like
partial answers. This ‘mention-one-only’ constraint cannot be explained by pragmatics (for my own
explanation, see Sect. 4.2).
Finally, let me clarify a possible point of confusion: ‘mention-one’ refers to mentioning one
option/possibility, not one atomic individual/entity. In contrast to the above examples, where each
option is constituted by one single individual/location/entity, there are also cases where an option
is made up of the sum or a Boolean coordination of multiple individuals/locations/entities. For
example, to answer (26) Who can serve on the committee?, a mention-one answer should specify the
sum of a group of individuals who can simultaneously serve on the committee. In (38), the two
answers (a) and (b), which are presented as conjunctive sentences, are mention-one answers. They
each specify a way to group teams and assign leaders, and they each name a Boolean conjunction
over individuals.13
(38)

(The players can be grouped into 2–3 teams. Each team needs one or two leaders.)
Who can we ask to lead a team?
a. We can ask Alex to lead a team and Ben to lead a team.

(A two-teams option)

b. We can ask Alex to lead a team, Ben to lead a team, and Clark and David together to
lead a team.
(A three-teams option)
4.

A nucleus-dependent approach to composing MS questions

This section will first lay out the relevant background assumptions on question semantics (Sect. 4.1).
Next, in what constitutes a core part of this paper, I will propose a nucleus-dependent approach
to composing can-questions. The proposal will cover a variety of interpretations of can-questions,
including first-order MS and higher-order MS (Sect. 4.2), conjunctive MA (Sect. 4.3), and disjunctive
MA (Sect. 4.4).
In particular, the treatment of MS offered here will account for three semantic properties of MS
answers, namely local exhaustivity, mutual independence, and ‘mention-one-only’. The treatment of
MA relates disjunctive MA to the derivation and the modal obviation effect of universal free choice.
4.1. General assumptions on questions and answers
4.1.1. Questions as topical properties
In line with categorial approaches, I assume that the semantic denotations of questions are topical
properties (after Chierchia and Caponigro 2013). As exemplified in (39a,b), the topical property of a
wh-question is a function that maps an individual in the wh-domain to a proposition in the answer
13 The

context of (38) might make the MA interpretation more salient. However, what matters here is that the answers (a)
and (b) are both mention-one answers, not mention-two/three.
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space. In other words, as formalized in (39c), the answer space of a question is the image (i.e., the set
of all output values) of the topical property of this question. I henceforth denote a topical property
as ‘JQK’ and an answer space as ‘Q’.
(39)

Q: ‘Which books did John read?’ A: ‘The Harry Potter books.’
a. JQK = λxe : x ∈ books@ .λw[readw ( j, x )]

b. JQK(JHPK) = hp ∈ books@ .λw[readw ( j, hp)]
c. Q = {JQK( x ) | x ∈ Dom(JQK)}
= {λw.readw ( j, x ) | x ∈ books@ }

Defining questions as topical properties, rather than as partitions of possible worlds or sets of
propositions, makes it easy to track short answers and makes the analysis of MS applicable to the
existential readings of wh- free relatives and wh-conditionals.14 Moreover, this analytical choice
is crucial for my solution to the dilemma between uniqueness and MS: I will argue that question
interpretation is subject to a condition called ‘Relativized Exhaustivity’, the definition of which
requires the extraction of short answers from question denotations. The main reason for this choice
is that, in a modalized wh-question, the semantics of a propositional answer varies by modal base,
while that of a short answer doesn’t (for a detailed explanation, see fn. 40 in Sect. 6). However, see
also Appendix B for a variable-free analysis of modal bases which avoids this issue.15
4.1.2. Answerhood
In contrast to the classic theories of question semantics (Karttunen 1977; Groenendijk and Stokhof
1984; a.o.), many theories developed in the past three decades (Heim 1994; Dayal 1996; Beck and
Rullmann 1999; Fox 2013; a.o.) encode the question properties of truth and maximality/exhaustivity
in answerhood operators, not in the root denotations of questions. An answerhood operator applies
to the evaluation world and the root denotation of a question and returns the (set of) true answer(s)
that fulfill the assumed requirement of maximality/exhaustivity. Some of these more recent analyses
(e.g., Beck and Rullmann 1999) assume multiple answerhood operators to account for the variations
in exhaustivity in question interpretations.
I assume that there is only one type of maximality, henceforth called ‘maximal (max-)informativity’,
that is grammatically encoded in answerhood operators. I adopt the concept of answerhood in Fox
2013: a true answer is complete if and only if it is not asymmetrically entailed by any other true
answers. Such an answer will be called a ‘max-informative true answer’, in contrast to what Dayal’s
(1996) answerhood operator yields as the unique ‘strongest/exhaustive true answer’. As mentioned
in the review of Fox 2013 in Sect. 3.2.2, max-informativity is stronger than simple existentiality but
weaker than exhaustivity. It derives either MS or MA, depending on the logical relation of the
propositions in the answer space of the question.16
14 The term ‘short answers’ usually refers to the linguistic representations in a question–answer discourse that specify only
the new information of an answer. Short answers in discourse are either analyzed as bare nominals (i.e., they are simple DPs
denoting meanings in the wh-domain), or are treated as covertly clausal (i.e., they are clauses with ellipsis and are interpreted
as propositions). For this paper, whether a short answer should be analyzed as a bare DP or as the elliptical form of a clause
isn’t important. I use the term ‘short answers’ mainly to refer to the meanings in the wh-domain. When wh-questions are
interpreted as topical properties, such meanings are the possible arguments of the function-like denotation of a wh-question.
15 This paper stays neutral on how exactly topical properties are compositionally derived. I will only specify the composition
of the question nucleus. Besides categorial approaches (Hausser and Zaefferer 1979; Hausser 1983; Xiang 2021a) and the
variants called ‘structured-meaning approaches’ (von Stechow and Zimmermann 1984; Ginzburg and Sag 2000; Krifka 2001a),
dynamic approaches (Dotlačil and Roelofsen 2019, 2021; Haoze Li 2019, 2021) also allow for extraction of short answers from
question denotations.
16 Here the MA interpretation refers to the weakly exhaustive interpretation. As for the contrast between weak exhaustivity
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Adapting the AnsFox -operator in (27) to the assumed question semantics, I define two answerhood
operators as follows, where these operators are applied to a topical property, not a Hamblin set. The
superscripts S and P stand for ‘short’ and ‘propositional’, respectively. JQKw is the abbreviation of the
set of short answers to Q that are true in w (formally: JQKw := {α | α ∈ Dom(JQK) ∧ w ∈ JQK(α)}).
(40)

Answerhood operators (to be modified)
a. For complete true short answers:
AnsS (w)(JQK) = {α | α ∈ JQKw ∧ ∀ β[ β ∈ JQKw → JQK( β) 6⊂ JQK(α)]}

b. For complete true propositional answers:
AnsP (w)(JQK) = {JQK(α) | α ∈ AnsS (w)(JQK)}

This definition does not consider conditions needed for explaining uniqueness effects. Modifications
will be made in Sect. 6.
4.1.3. First-order versus higher-order interpretations
Wh-questions are semantically ambiguous between first-order and higher-order interpretations
(Spector 2007, 2008; Xiang 2021b). For example, the following wh-question, containing a universal
modal, can be completely addressed by specifying some particular books, as in (41a), or by using a
generalized quantifier (GQ) over a set of books, as in (41b). (The example is taken from Spector 2007.)
(41)

Which books does John have to read?
a. The French novels.
b. The French novels or the Russian novels. (The choice is up to him.)

(2  or)

I assume the following LFs and topical properties for the question in (41):
(42)

First-order interpretation: ‘For which x, such that x is a plurality of books, is it the case that
John has to read x?’
a. [cp which-books λxe [ip have-to [vp John read x ]]]
b. JQK = λxe : x ∈ books@ .2λw[readw ( j, x )]

(43)

Higher-order interpretation: ‘For which π, such that π is a GQ over books, is it the case that
John has to read π?’
a. [cp which-books λπhet,ti [ip have-to [ π λxe [vp John read x ]]]]
b. JQK = λπhet,ti : π ∈ h books@ .2λw[π (λxe .readw ( j, x ))]

In LF (43a), the fronted wh-phrase binds a higher-order trace π across the modal verb (after Spector
2007, 2008). The interactions between the higher-order wh-trace and other scopal expressions inside
the question nucleus offer scope ambiguities for free; thus, for a scope-based account of MS, there
is no need to assume an additional scopal expression inside the question nucleus — in contrast to
the analyses of George (2011) and Fox (2013), which analyze MS as a scopal effect of exhaustivity or
distributivity. In denotation (43b), ‘h books@ ’ stands for a set of GQs ranging over a set of entities that
are books in the actual world @. Although not all GQs can serve as semantic answers to wh-questions
and strong exhaustivity, I assume that strong exhaustivity is derived by the application of a partitioning operation. As
argued in fn. 9, for any evaluation world w, the strong exhaustivity inference of a question Q is simply λw0 [Ans(w)(JQK) =
Ans(w0 )(JQK)], where ‘Ans’ could refer to either the AnsS -operator in (40a) or the AnsP -operator in (40b). This partitioning
operation is viewed as an answerhood operator in many existing works (Heim 1994; Dayal 1996; Beck and Rullmann 1999),
but it could also be viewed as an operation external to question denotations and answerhood operations.
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(Spector 2007, 2008; Xiang 2021b), for this paper, all that matters is that the domain of a higher-order
topical property includes Montagovian individuals and their Boolean coordinations.
4.2. Deriving MS interpretations
4.2.1. Local exhaustification and first-order MS
I assume that the first-order MS interpretation of a can-question is derived based on the following
LF. The core assumption is that an exhaustification operator O (≈ only) (Chierchia et al. 2012; a.o.) is
applied to the local VP and is associated with the individual wh-trace x (of type e).
(44)

Who can serve on the committee? (First-order MS)
[cp who λxe [ip can [ OC [vp x[+v] serve on the committee ]]]]

The local O-operator is assumed to account for the local exhaustivity and mutual independence
of MS answers. In (45), repeated from (26), local exhaustivity says that a MS answer should specify
all the members of a possible committee: although it is true that Andy can serve on the committee,
(45a) is not a good MS answer. Mutual independence is a property predicted by Fox’s definition of
answerhood: by Fox’s (2013) definition, (45b) counts a good MS answer only if it isn’t asymmetrically
entailed by (45c).
(45)

(The committee can be formed in two ways: it should either have the two members Andy
and Billy, or have the three members Andy, Billy, and Cindy.)
(= (26))
Who can serve on the committee?
a.

# Andy can.\

b.

Andy and Billy can.\

c.

Andy, Billy, and Cindy can.\

As defined in (46), the O-operator affirms the prejacent proposition and negates the alternatives of
the prejacent that are not entailed by that prejacent (Chierchia et al. 2012; a.o.). The domain variable
C carried by the O-operator denotes a contextually determined subset of the alternatives.
(46)

JOC K = λpλw.p(w) = 1 ∧ ∀q ∈ C [ p 6⊆ q → q(w) = 0]

Inserting an O-operator under the modal verb can captures the aforementioned two properties of
MS answers: the O-operator asserts local exhaustivity and makes the individual answers mutually
independent. This consequence is similar to what is achieved by George’s locally applied X-operator
(see (24)); however, as demonstrated below, the O-operator is technically neater than the X-operator
in composition.
The LF (44) is now computed as follows. Here the O-operator is associated with an e-type wh-trace
x. The [+v] feature of the trace activates a set of ‘variable alternatives’, defined like focus alternatives
as in (48).17 The domain variable C carried by the O-operator denotes a contextually determined
subset of the variable alternatives of the VP.18 Composing this LF yields the topical property (47b).
17 I assume a separate feature [+v] (cf. the focus feature [+f]) because variable alternatives are specific to variable-denoting
expressions and do not require focus marking.
18 The association relation between an exhaustivity operator and a c-commanded expression is realized via the following
domain restriction condition (Xiang 2020), which expands on the focus association condition of Rooth 1996: For any operator Θ
quantifying over a domain C and combining with an expression δ, if Θ agrees with an alternative-activating feature [+x],
JΘC (δ)K is defined only if C ⊆ x-Alt(δ). This condition ensures that in (47) the domain variable C carried by the O-operator
denotes a subset of v-Alt(VP).
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In the context described in (45), applying the assumed answerhood operator to this topical property
returns a set consisting of two max-informative true answers, given in (47c), each of which is a MS
answer.
(47)

[cp who λxe [ip can [ OC [vp x[+v] serve on the committee ]]]]
a. v-Alt(VP) = {φx | x ∈ De }

(= (44))

(φx abbreviates ‘x serves on the committee’)

b. JQK = λxe : x ∈ hmn@ .3OC φx , where C ⊆ {φx | x ∈ hmn@ }
c. AnsP (w)(JQK) = {3OC φa⊕b , 3OC φa⊕b⊕c }

(48)

Variable alternatives:
For any trace and pronoun α,
(
Dtype(JαK) if α carries a [+v] feature
v-Alt(α) =
{JαK}
otherwise

I assume that the insertion of the local O-operator is preferred but not mandatory. As observed
in (49), the local exhaustivity implicature is cancellable and suspendable. This observation also
argues that the presence of the local O-operator should only affect cancellable inferences such as local
exhaustivity; in contrast, mandatory effects such as the uniqueness effects of singular which-phrases
and the unavailability of MS in non-can-questions should be independent of the presence of this
O-operator. Section 6 will account for these mandatory effects without resorting to a local O-operator.
(49)

Who can serve on the committee?
a. Andy and Billy can ... maybe also Cindy.
b. Andy and Billy can. I don’t know whether we should add a third person.

4.2.2. More on the higher-order MS interpretation
The derivation of the higher-order MS interpretation is illustrated in (50). Here the example sentence
uses the predicate chair the committee (same as in (29)), which avoids complications from plural answers.
Compared with the derivation of the first-order MS interpretation in (47), the only difference is
that here the wh-phrase undertakes an IP-internal movement before reaching [Spec, CP], which
creates a higher-order trace π (of type het, ti) between the modal verb can and the local O-operator.
Composing this LF yields the higher-order topical property (50b), where ‘h hmn@ ’ stands for a set of
GQs over human individuals.
(50)

Who can chair the committee? (Higher-order MS)
[cp who λπhet,ti [ip can [ π λxe [ OC [vp x[+v] chair the committee ]]]]]
a. v-Alt(VP) = {φx | x ∈ De }
b. JQK = λπhet,ti : π ∈

(φx abbreviates ‘x chairs the committee’)

h hmn .3π ( λx .O φ ),
e C x
@

where C ⊆ {φx | x ∈ hmn@ }

Figure 3 illustrates the answer space yielded by the LF in (50). This illustration contains four
answers related to the two individuals Andy (a) and Billy (b), derived by applying the topical property
(50b) to the Montagovian individuals a⇑ and b⇑ , their Boolean conjunction a⇑ ∩ b⇑ , and their Boolean
disjunction a⇑ ∪ b⇑ .19 For example, 3OC φa is derived based on a⇑ and is read as ‘There is a world w
compatible with the current circumstances such that only a chairs the committee in w’.
19 For any meaning α of type τ, we have: the Montague-lifted meaning of α is α⇑ (of type h τt, t i) such that α⇑ : = λm
hτ,ti .m ( α ).
Boolean conjunctions and disjunctions are defined in terms of set intersection and union, respectively. For any meanings α
and β of type τ, we have: α⇑ ∩ β⇑ := λmhτ,ti .m(α) ∧ m( β), and α⇑ ∪ β⇑ := λmhτ,ti .m(α) ∨ m( β).
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(Only Andy and Billy can chair the committee. Co-chairing is disallowed.)
Conjunctive
(contradictory)

3(OC φa ∧ OC φb )
3OC φa
::::::

∨

3OC φb
::::::

Individual
(independent)
Disjunctive
(partial)

3(OC φa ∨ OC φb )

Figure 3: The answer space of the higher-order MS interpretation of Who can chair the committee?
[Arrows indicate entailment relations, shading marks the true answers, and underwaving marks the
max-informative true answers. The bi-implication between ‘∨’ in the middle and the disjunctive
answer at the bottom means that this disjunctive answer is logically equivalent to the disjunction of
the two individual answers.]
The semantic properties of the three types of answers can be characterized as follows:
• Conjunctive answers: Due to the exclusivity of the local O-operator, all conjunctive answers
are contradictory. For example, in Figure 3, 3(OC φa ∧ OC φb ) is read as ‘#There is a world w
compatible with the current circumstances such that only a chairs the committee in w and only
b chairs the committee in w’.
• Individual answers: The individual answers can be true and are logically independent of each
other. Moreover, due to the non-monotonicity of the O-operator, mutual independence also
applies to plural answers (e.g., 3OC φa⊕b ), no matter whether the predicate chair the committee is
read as distributive (i.e., ‘chair the committee separately’) or collective (i.e., ‘chair the committee
together’). Hence, any true individual answer is a max-informative true answer.
• Disjunctive answers: In Figure 3, the disjunctive answer 3(OC φa ∨ OC φb ) is logically equivalent
to the disjunction of the two individual answers (3OC φa and 3OC φb ). Due to this equivalence,
whenever the disjunctive answer is true, one of the individual answers is true and asymmetrically entails the disjunctive answer. Hence, in the higher-order MS interpretation, disjunctive
answers can never be max-informative and are always partial.
This analysis explains why MS answers to can-questions are all ‘mention-one’. In responding to a
can-question with a MS interpretation, only individual answers, each of which specifies one single
option, are possibly max-informative. In this case, the addressee cannot use a Boolean coordination
to express a non-exhaustive mention-few answer: conjunctive answers convey a contradiction, and
disjunctive answers are partial answers implicating epistemic ignorance. Hence, if the addressee uses
a Boolean conjunction or disjunction to convey a mention-few answer, she must be understanding
the question with a MA interpretation, which calls for an exhaustive answer. This mention-few
answer, if it is non-exhaustive, should be ignorance-marked just like any partial answer.
To sum up, by adopting Fox’s definition of answerhood and assuming an exhaustification operator
under the existential modal can, this analysis explains three semantic properties of MS answers to
can-questions, namely local exhaustivity, mutual independence, and ‘mention-one-only’.
4.2.3. Predictions on the distribution of MS
According to Fox’s definition of answerhood, a question has a MS interpretation if and only if there is
a world in which the answer space of this question has multiple max-informative true propositions.
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This requirement is met only if the two conditions below are met:
(A) the semantically independent answers are not mutually exclusive;
(B) the answer space is not closed under conjunction.
In a can-question, the presence of the existential modal can allows for the satisfaction of both conditions. For condition (A), the local O-operator makes the individual answers logically independent,
and further, the presence of an existential modal above the O-operator ensures that these answers
are not mutually exclusive and allows multiple individual answers to be simultaneously true. In
comparison, with other conditions being equal, if the existential modal is dropped as in (51b) or
replaced with a universal modal as in (51c), the individual answers are mutually exclusive.
(51)

Let C = {φx | x ∈ D }. For any a and b in D such that φa 6= φb , we have:
a. 3OC φa ∧ 3OC φb 6⇔ ⊥
b. OC φa ∧ OC φb ⇔ ⊥
c. 2OC φa ∧ 2OC φb ⇔ ⊥

For condition (B), the answer space of a can-question with a higher-order interpretation is not closed
under conjunction if the higher-order wh-trace takes scope below the existential modal. In Figure
3 above, the answer space does not contain a proposition equivalent to the conjunction of the two
individual answers. In contrast, for a wh-question without a modal or with a universal modal like
have to, the answer space derived in a higher-order interpretation is closed under conjunction: in
each illustration in Figures 4a–c below, the conjunctive answer is semantically equivalent to the
conjunction of the two individual answers (indicated by the bi-implication between ‘∧’ in the middle
and the conjunctive answer at the top).

φa

∧

2φa ∧ 2φb

2(φa ∧ φb )

φa ∧ φb
φb

2φa

∧

2φb

2φa

∧

2φb

φa ∨ φb

2(φa ∨ φb )

2φa ∨ 2φb

a. Who came?

b. Who has to come? (2  π)

c. Who has to come? (π  2)

Figure 4: Answer spaces of non-modalized questions and have to-questions
However, the assumptions made in this section cannot fully explain why MS interpretations are
only available in can-questions: it’s possible to satisfy conditions (A) and (B) even if the question
doesn’t contain an existential modal. For a concrete example, consider the non-modalized question in
(52). Here the predicate form a team is ‘stubbornly collective’ (Xiang 2021b): in contrast to form teams,
form a team doesn’t admit a covered/(semi-)distributive interpretation. Although the answer space
derived in the higher-order interpretation is closed under conjunction, the true answers allowed
in the first-order interpretation are logically independent, as seen in (52a). Hence, unless we find
independent reasons to rule out (52a), the assumptions made in this section would predict a MS/MA
ambiguity for (52), contrary to fact. (Qw abbreviates the set of true propositional answers in w.)
(52)

(The children formed two teams: a + b formed one, and c + d formed the other.)
Which children formed a team?
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a. First-order interpretation:
‘For which x, such that x is a plurality of children, is it the case that x formed a team?’
Qw = {φa⊕b , φc⊕d }
(φx abbreviates ‘x formed a team’)
b. Higher-order interpretation:
‘For which π, such that π is a GQ over children, is it the case that π formed a team?’
Qw = {φa⊕b , φc⊕d , φa⊕b ∧ φc⊕d , φa⊕b ∨ φc⊕d }
There are two ways to solve the MS over-generation problem in (52). One way is to enrich the
answer space of the first-order interpretation so that it is closed under conjunction. Fox (2018, 2020)
assumes that wh-phrases may quantify over higher-order pluralities. According to this assumption,
the conjunctive answer ‘a + b formed a team, and c + d formed a team’ is derived based on the higherorder plurality {{ a, b}, {c, d}} (for details, see fn. 33 in Sect. 5.2.1). In this proposal, if higher-order
pluralities are available in the first-order wh-quantification, the answer space of (52a) is closed under
conjunction.
The other way to solve the problem is to rule out (52a) by an independent constraint. As I will
argue in Sect. 5.1.2, the MS over-generation problem arises not only in wh-questions with a nondistributive predicate, but also in questions with a uniqueness effect (e.g., Which boy came?) and
wh-questions with an existential indefinite (e.g., Which movie(s) did one of the boys watch?). It would be
more appealing to rule out these over-generating cases uniformly.
Note that conceptually the over-generation problem laid out in this section is the price we pay for
abandoning Dayal’s exhaustivity presupposition: if question interpretations had to be exhaustive,
any interpretation that does not render the existence of an exhaustive true answer would be deviant.
To predict the distribution of MS, I will argue for a condition called ‘Relativized Exhaustivity’, which
works like Dayal’s exhaustivity presupposition except in modalized wh-questions. This condition
makes several welcome predictions (Sect. 6.2), one of which is that only wh-questions with an
existential modal can have an interpretation that allows for multiple max-informative true answers.
4.3. Deriving conjunctive MA interpretations
Recall that the MA answer to a can-question can be expressed either as a conjunction or as a disjunction.
I argue that the two forms of MA answers correspond to two distinct MA interpretations of the
question, and that the two MA interpretations are compositionally derived from LFs with different
question nuclei.
(53)

(Only Andy and Billy can chair the committee. Co-chairing is disallowed.)
Who can chair the committee?
a. Andy can.

(MS)

b. Andy can, and Billy can.

(Conjunctive MA)

c. Andy or Billy can.

(Disjunctive MA)

The derivation of the conjunctive MA interpretation is straightforward: it arises if the higher-order
wh-trace takes scope above the existential modal inside the question nucleus (viz., the IP). Compared
with (54a), which is simplified from (50), the only change in (54b) is that the higher-order wh-trace π
takes scope above can.
(54)

Who can chair the committee?
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a. 3  π: MS
CP
λπhet,ti : π ∈ h hmn@ .3π (λxe .OC φx )
...

b. π  3: Conjunctive MA
CP
λπhet,ti : π ∈ h hmn@ .π (λxe .3OC φx )

IP

...

IP
π het,ti

can

λx

π het,ti

can

λx

OC

OC

xe,[+v] chair

xe,[+v] chair

The answer spaces yielded by (54a,b) are illustrated in Figures 5a,b, respectively. (Figure 5a is
identical to Figure 3.)
( Only Andy and Billy can chair the committee. Co-chairing is disallowed.)
3OC φa ∧ 3OC φb

3(OC φa ∧ OC φb )
3OC φa
::::::

∨

::::::::::::::

3OC φb

3OC φa

::::::

∧

3OC φb

3(OC φa ∨ OC φb )

3OC φa ∨ 3OC φb

a. 3  π: MS

b. π  3: conjunctive MA

Figure 5: Answer spaces yielded by (54a,b) [Legends and abbreviations are the same as in Figure 3.]
In Figure 5b, the answer space is closed under conjunction: the conjunctive answer is not contradictory
and is logically equivalent to the conjunction of the two individual answers. Hence, the resulting
interpretation is a MA interpretation. In the described multiple-choice scenario, while the answer
space in Figure 5a has multiple max-informative true answers, the one in Figure 5b has only one
max-informative true answer, 3OC φa ∧ 3OC φb , derived based on a⇑ ∩ b⇑ . The other answers are
asymmetrically entailed by this conjunctive answer and thus are all partial.
4.4. Deriving disjunctive MA interpretations
MA answers to can-questions are more commonly expressed as disjunctions rather than conjunctions.
As exemplified in (55), when uttered as a response to a can-question, a disjunction may convey either
epistemic ignorance or universal free choice (FC), resulting in the use of a partial answer and a
mention-few/all answer, respectively.
(55)

Who can teach Intro Chinese?
a. Andy or Billy (can) ... (but I don’t know who).
(Ignorance: partial)
Either Andy or Billy can teach Intro Chinese, but I don’t know who.
(3φa ∨ 3φb )
b. Andy or Billy (can).
(FC: mention-few/all)
Andy can teach Intro Chinese, and Billy can teach Intro Chinese, too.
(3φa ∧ 3φb )

I argue that the ambiguity between MS and disjunctive MA in can-questions has the same origin as
the ignorance/FC-ambiguity in can-disjunctions: in a can-question, a disjunctive MA interpretation
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arises if and only if felicitous disjunctive answers can be understood as universal FC statements.
There is a rich literature on the derivation of FC in can-disjunctions. What this paper demands is
an analysis that achieves the following: (i) it derives the FC use of disjunctions while not bringing
up additional inferences such as exclusivity, since the disjunctive MA interpretation doesn’t force
strong exhaustivity; and (ii) it explains why only can-questions admit FC-disjunctive answers.20 In
the following, I will offer an analysis based on the syntax and semantics of the Mandarin particle
dou. This particle can function as a FC-trigger in can-disjunctions and as an exhaustivity marker in
can-questions. I will also argue that the modal obviation effect of the FC-trigger use of dou and the
distributional constraint that only can-questions admit universal FC answers have the same origin.
My analysis will account for (i) by ‘anti-exhaustification’ (a la Kratzer and Shimoyama 2002) and
explain (ii) based on a definedness condition called ‘Relativized Exclusivity’.
4.4.1. Two uses of dou: Exhaustivity marker and FC-trigger
The Mandarin particle dou has various uses. These uses can be disambiguated by the form of the
environment dou occurs in and the meaning of the expression associated with dou. What concerns
us here is that the uses of dou in can-questions and in can-disjunctions exhibit an interesting parallel.
In a can-question, as seen in (56a,b), associating dou with the wh-phrase blocks the MS interpretation. (Underlying marks the expression associated with dou.)
(56)

a. (Dou) shui keyi jiao jichu hanyu?
(dou) who can teach Intro Chinese
Without dou: ‘Who can teach Intro Chinese?’
With dou: ‘Who all can teach Intro Chinese?’

(3MS, 3MA)
(7MS, 3MA)

b. Mali (dou) keyi zai nali mai dao kafei?
Mary (dou) can at where buy get coffee
Without dou: ‘Where can Mary get coffee?’
With dou: ‘Where all can Mary get coffee?’

(3MS, 3MA)
(7MS, 3MA)

I call dou in this use descriptively an ‘exhaustivity marker’ (after Beck and Rullmann 1999) and
assume the LFs in (57) for the above two sentences.21 In these LFs, dou appears within the IP and is
associated with the wh-trace in its c-commanding domain.22
20 This paper will be mainly engaged with the (anti-)exhaustification-based analyses of FC (Kratzer and Shimoyama 2002;
Chierchia 2006, 2013; Fox 2007; Bar-Lev and Fox 2020; a.o.), which derive FC inferences by applying (anti-)exhaustification.
There is also a large set of works that pursue a semantic analysis (Simons 2005; Aloni 2007; Barker 2010; a.o.).
21 In (56), dou is translated as ‘all’ for convenience. However, dou should not be analyzed as a universal distributor (contra
Lin 1998, Jie Li 1995, Xiaoguang Li 1997). Xiaoguang Li (1997) assumes that, in its use as an exhaustivity marker, dou is
associated with a covert adverbial denoting multiple events and quantifies over these events. This analysis cannot explain the
unavailability of MS in can-questions like (i-a). If dou were associated with a covert quantificational adverbial over events here,
then (i-a) should have a pair-list/individual MS interpretation, like the ones available in (i-b). However, such interpretation is
not available in (i-a); for example, if Starbucks is always accessible to John while Peet’s is only sometimes accessible to John,
‘Starbucks’ is a proper answer to (i-b) but not to (i-a).

(i)

a. Yuehan dou keyi qu nali mai kafei?
John
dou can go where buy coffee?
‘Where all can John buy coffee?” (MA)
b. Yuehan mei-ci
dou keyi qu nali mai kafei?
John
each-time dou can go where buy coffee?
‘In each case, where can John can buy coffee?’ (Pair-list MS)
‘John always can buy coffee from where?’ (Individual MS)

22 The

following explains why the exhaustivity marker dou has the assumed syntax. First, as seen in (56b) vs. (i), dou must
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(57)

a. [cp whoi C0 [ip douC [vp ti,[+v] can teach Intro Chinese ]]]
b. [cp wherei C0 [ip Mary j douC [vp t j can get coffee ti,[+v] ]]]

In can-declaratives, associating dou with a pre-verbal disjunction evokes a universal FC inference,
as exemplified in (58). Note that these two sentences do not give rise to an exclusivity inference; for
example, even with dou present, (58a) doesn’t imply that no one else can teach Intro Chinese. This
fact argues that FC is independent of exclusivity.
(58)

a. Yuehan huozhe Mali (dou) keyi jiao jichu hanyu.
John
or
Mary (dou) can teach Intro Chinese
Without dou: ‘Either John or Mary can teach Intro Chinese.’
(Ignorance)
With dou: ‘Both John and Mary (as well as possibly others) can teach Intro Chinese.’
(Universal FC)
b. Mali zai Xingbake huozhe Maidanglao (dou) keyi mai dao kafei.
Mary at Starbucks or
McDonalds (dou) can buy get coffee
Without dou: ‘From either SB or MD, Mary can get coffee.’
(Ignorance)
With dou: ‘From both SB and MD (as well as possibly other places), Mary can get coffee.’
(Universal FC)

The FC-trigger use of dou is subject to a modal obviation effect. As seen in (59), when the existential
modal keyi ‘can’ is dropped or replaced with a universal modal like bixu ‘must’, dou cannot be grammatically associated with a pre-verbal disjunction. This licensing constraint applies crosslinguistically
to universal FC items, including the pre-verbal any in English, as seen in (60).
(59)

(60)

a.

Yuehan huozhe Mali dou keyi/*bixu jiao jichu hanyu.
John
or
Mary dou can/*must teach Intro Chinese

b.

Yuehan huozhe Mali (*dou) jiao -guo jichu hanyu.
John
or
Mary (*dou) teach -exp Intro Chinese

a.

Anyone can/*must teach Intro Chinese.

b.

* Anyone taught Intro Chinese.

Based on these two uses of dou, I argue that a can-question has a disjunctive MA interpretation if
a dou-like operator appears in the question nucleus and is associated with the wh-trace. This operator
strengthens the disjunctive answers into FC statements.
appear on the right side of the subject unless the subject is an interrogative wh-expression. Since a non-interrogative subject
stays inside the IP, this fact argues that dou is also inside the IP.
(i)

(*Dou) Mali keyi zai nali mai dao kafei?
(*dou) Mary can at where buy get coffee

Second, when used as an exhaustivity marker, dou must be associated with the wh-expression and appear to the left of
this wh-associate. As seen in (ii), dou functions as an exhaustivity marker when appearing before shenme ‘what’ and as a
universal distributor when appearing after shenme. Given that Mandarin is wh-in-situ and assuming that wh-items in questions
undertake covert wh-movement at LF (Huang 1982), I argue that the exhaustivity marker dou c-commands the wh-trace at LF.
(ii)

(John can give Mary either all of the apples or some (but not all) of the cookies; the choice is up to him.)
a. Yuehan dou keyi ba shenme gei Mali?
John
dou can ba what give Mary

b. Yuehan keyi ba shenme dou gei Mali?
John
can ba what dou give Mary

‘What all is John allowed to give to Mary?”
Proper reply: ‘The apples or some of the cookies.’
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‘Which x is s.t. John can give all of x to Mary?’
Proper reply: ‘The apples.’

4.4.2. Deriving the FC-trigger use: dou/dou as an anti-exhaustification operator
Kratzer and Shimoyama (2002) derive the FC inference as a result of ‘anti-exhaustification’. Their
idea is as follows. The speaker prefers 3(φ ∨ ψ) to the two stronger alternatives 3φ and 3ψ because
she is unhappy with the strengthened meanings of these alternatives — the reason cannot be that
the speaker is unhappy with the non-strengthened meanings of these alternatives, because negating
both 3φ and 3ψ would yield an inference that contradicts 3(φ ∨ ψ). Hence, uttering 3(φ ∨ ψ)
implicates that the strengthened meaning of each stronger alternative is false, which is why the
proposed operation is called ‘anti-exhaustification’.
Xiang (2020) analyzes the Mandarin particle dou as an anti-exhaustification operator. Roughly,
as schematized in (61), dou affirms the prejacent and negates the (innocent-exclusion (IE-)based)
exhaustification of each ‘non-innocently-excludable alternative’ except the prejacent itself.23,24
(61)

The asserted meaning of dou (simplified from Xiang 2020; presuppositions are ignored)
JdouC K = λpλw : p(w) = 1 ∧ ∀q ∈ (C − { p})[q 6∈ IExcl( p, C ) → OCie (q)(w) = 0]
|
{z
}
anti-exhaustification

As defined by Fox (2007), an alternative is ‘innocently (I-)excludable’ if and only if it is included in
every maximal set of alternatives A such that affirming the prejacent is consistent with negating all
the alternatives in A. ‘Innocent exclusion (IE-)based exhaustification’ is the exhaustification operation
that negates only the I-excludable alternatives (cf. the exhaustification O-operator, which negates all
the non-entailed alternatives, defined in (46)).
(62)

a. Innocently (I-)excludable alternatives (Fox 2007)
T
IExcl( p, C ) = { A | A is a maximal subset of C s.t. {¬q | q ∈ A} ∪ { p} is consistent}
b. Innocent exclusion (IE-)based exhaustification
OCie = λqλw.q(w) = 1 ∧ ∀r ∈ IExcl(q, C )[r (w) = 0]

Innocent exclusion differs from traditional exclusion mainly in sentences with disjunctions or existential quantifiers. In a disjunctive sentence, the connective or carries a [+d] feature, which activates
a set of domain alternatives, defined as follows:
(63)

D-Alt(or[+d] ) = {λbλa.a t b, λbλa.a, λbλa.b}

For the narrow-scope 3-disjunction 3(φ ∨ ψ), the subdomain alternatives 3φ and 3ψ are not Iexcludable because {¬3φ, ¬3ψ} ∪ {3(φ ∨ ψ)} is inconsistent (or say, 3(φ ∨ ψ) ∧ ¬3φ ∧ ¬3ψ = ⊥).
23 In addition to the asserted meaning in (61), Xiang 2020 also assumes a non-vacuity presupposition, namely that the
sentential argument of dou has at least one alternative that can participate in anti-exhaustification. This presupposition is
omitted in this paper since it doesn’t affect the FC-trigger use or the exhaustivity marker use of dou.
24 What is particularly advantageous about defining dou as an anti-exhaustification operator is that it accounts for not only
the FC-trigger use of dou but also a few other uses. In Xiang 2020, the alternatives that participate in anti-exhaustification are
uniformly called ‘sub-alternatives’. The function of dou varies depending on what alternatives count as sub-alternatives. Briefly,
sub-alternatives are primarily alternatives that are logically weaker than the prejacent, but in certain syntactic and prosodic
environments, the ordering source in defining sub-alternatives gets shifted from logical strength to innocent excludability or
likelihood, yielding different functions of dou. This analysis accounts for the universal distributor use, the FC-trigger use, as
well as the even-like scalar marker use. In particular, the FC-trigger use of dou arises when sub-alternatives are defined in
terms of innocent excludability, per the definition in (61).
Mingming Liu (pers. comm.) argues that the Mandarin particle dou itself doesn’t assert anti-exhaustivity; instead, he defines
dou as an even-like operator (Liu 2016a) and argues that the presupposition of dou/even — that the prejacent has a more likely
alternative — forces a separate anti-exhaustification operator to apply in order to strengthen the prejacent disjunction into a
FC statement. This idea is reviewed in Xiang 2020: Appendix B. For present concerns, it only matters that associating dou
with a disjunction forces anti-exhaustification.
For an alternative account that derives the FC-trigger use of dou without assuming anti-exhaustification, see Zhao 2019.
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In contrast, for the narrow-scope 2-disjunction 2(φ ∨ ψ), the subdomain alternatives 2φ and 2ψ
are I-excludable because 2(φ ∨ ψ) ∧ ¬2φ ∧ ¬2ψ 6= ⊥. A summary is given in Table 2 .

φ∧ψ
2φ ∧ 2ψ, 2(φ ∧ ψ)
3φ ∧ 3ψ, 3(φ ∧ ψ)
φ∨ψ
3φ ∨ 3ψ, 3(φ ∨ ψ)
2φ ∨ 2ψ
2( φ ∨ ψ )

Anti-excludable
Weaker Neither
φ, ψ
2φ, 2ψ
3φ, 3ψ
φ, ψ
3φ, 3ψ
2φ, 2ψ

I-excludable

2φ, 2ψ

Table 2: Subdomain alternatives of conjunctions and disjunctions [‘Neither’ means ‘neither weaker
nor I-excludable’.]
I henceforth call the alternatives that participate in anti-exhaustification ‘anti-excludable alternatives’
(abbreviation: AntiExcl).25 The semantics in (61) is re-written as follows:
(64)

JdouC K/JdouC K = λpλw : p(w) = 1 ∧ ∀q ∈ AntiExcl( p, C )[OCie (q)(w) = 0]
where AntiExcl( p, C ) = (C − IExcl( p, C )) − { p}

Note that weaker alternatives are anti-excludable, although the inference yielded by anti-exhaustifying
the weaker alternatives is entailed by the prejacent and thus doesn’t affect the truth conditions. According to the definition in (64), the application of dou is semantically vacuous unless the prejacent
sentence has alternatives that are neither weaker nor I-excludable, labeled in Table 2 as ‘Neither’.
The FC inference of (58a) is now computed as in (65). Associated with a disjunction, dou quantifies
over the set of domain alternatives of its prejacent, which includes two anti-excludable alternatives
(viz., the two modalized disjuncts). Employing dou affirms the prejacent disjunctive sentence and
negates the exhaustification of each disjunct, yielding a conjunctive/universal FC inference.
(65)

[ douC [s John or[+d] Mary can teach Intro Chinese ]]
a. JSK = 3φj ∨ 3φm

(φx abbreviates ‘x teaches Intro Chinese’)

b. C = D-Alt(S) = {3φj , 3φm , 3φj ∨ 3φm }
c. AntiExcl(JSK, C ) = {3φj , 3φm }

d. JdouC (S)K ⇔ [3φj ∨ 3φm ] ∧ ¬OCie 3φj ∧ ¬OCie 3φm
⇔ [3φj ∨ 3φm ] ∧ [3φj → 3φm ] ∧ [3φm → 3φj ]
⇔ [3φj ∨ 3φm ] ∧ [3φj ↔ 3φm ]
⇔ 3φj ∧ 3φm
Due to separate syntactic constraints in Mandarin, dou cannot be associated with a narrow-scope
disjunction in overt syntax. For example, it cannot grammatically occur in the Mandarin translation
of ‘I (*dou) can ask John or Mary to teach Intro Chinese’ (can  or). Yet nothing prevents dou from
being associated with a narrow-scope expression at LF. In light of Matthewson’s (2001) ‘No Variation
Hypothesis’ that semantics has no crosslinguistic variation, I assume that anti-exhaustification is
25 I don’t call such alternatives ‘innocently (I-)includable alternatives’, a notion coined by Bar-Lev and Fox (2020), because
I-includable alternatives include also the prejacent itself (for details, see (92) in Sect. 5.2.1).
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a crosslinguistically available source for universal FC. I also assume that anti-exhaustification is
realized by the application of either overt dou or covert dou.
It’s worth discussing how the presented analysis of FC differs from the analyses of Fox 2007
and Chierchia 2006, 2013, which also adapt anti-exhaustification to the grammatical approach of
implicatures. Fox (2007) analyzes anti-exhaustivity as a consequence of applying IE-based exhaustification recursively. This analysis predicts that FC and exclusivity arise at the same time (the same
goes for Bar-Lev and Fox 2020, see Sect. 5.2.1). In contrast, in light of the data in (58), I derive these
two inferences separately by treating exhaustification and anti-exhaustification as two independent
operations: FC stems from the application of the anti-exhaustification operator dou, while exclusivity
stems from the application of a separate IE-based exhaustification operator. This difference also
affects question semantics: applying recursive exhaustification to the question nucleus inevitably
yields strong exhaustivity, while applying dou allows for weak exhaustivity.
Chierchia (2006, 2013) considers the choice between exhaustification and anti-exhaustification
a result of syntactic agreement: whether the alternatives participate in exhaustification or antiexhaustification depends on whether the alternative-triggering feature (e.g., [+d]) agrees with a basic
exhaustifier OD or a pre-exhaustification exhaustifier OD-Exh . In Chierchia’s analysis, the subdomain
alternatives of 2(φ ∨ ψ), namely 2φ and 2ψ, participate in anti-exhaustification if and only if the
[+d] feature of the disjunction agrees with a pre-exhaustification exhaustifier in syntax. In contrast,
following Kratzer and Shimoyama (2002) and Fox (2007), I assume that whether an alternative may
participate in anti-exhaustification is purely determined by its semantics, namely, whether it is
non-I-excludable with respect to the prejacent. For example, the application of dou to 2(φ ∨ ψ) is
semantically vacuous since 2φ and 2ψ are I-excludable with respect to 2(φ ∨ ψ).
4.4.3. Modal obviation of FC: Relativized Exclusivity
If anti-exhaustification had no application constraint, it would derive universal FC for a variety of
disjunctive sentences, such as the non-modalized disjunction φ ∨ ψ and any wide-scope disjunctions,
including 2φ ∨ 2ψ. For example, affirming φ ∨ ψ and anti-exhaustifying the two alternatives φ and
ψ would return φ ∧ ψ. This prediction is obviously wrong. Hence, there must be constraints on
when anti-exhaustification is available — constraints which result in the modal obviation effect that
universal FC is only possible in sentences with an existential modal (i.e., 3(φ ∨ ψ) and 3φ ∨ 3ψ).
In the realm of exhaustification-based theories of FC, explanations of the modal obviation effect
fall into two groups. One attributes the unavailability of FC in φ ∨ ψ to the contradiction between the
FC inference φ ∧ ψ and the scalar implicature ¬(φ ∧ ψ) (Chierchia 2013; Bar-Lev and Fox 2020). The
other relates the (in-)compatibility of interpreting the subdomain alternatives to local exhaustification
(Menéndez-Benito 2010; Dayal 2013; Xiang 2020): for example, Oφ and Oψ are mutually exclusive,
while 3Oφ and 3Oψ are not. This paper doesn’t pursue the first strategy because it doesn’t account
for the distribution of FC-disjunctive answers in singular wh-questions. (For details, see the review
of Fox’s (2018, 2020) analysis in Sect. 5.2.1, which uses this strategy.)
Following the second strategy, I propose that the anti-exhaustification operator dou/dou has a
‘Relativized Exclusivity (RelExcl)’ presupposition (cf. the Viability constraint of Dayal 2013): for every
anti-excludable alternative φ stronger than the prejacent, every minimal set of accessible worlds that
verifies φ also verifies the (IE-based) exhaustification of φ.26,27 This presupposition is schematized as
26 In this paper, RelExcl is treated as a definedness condition of anti-exhaustification. However, the effects of RelExcl are
independent of the assumptions about anti-exhaustification; the only prerequisite for assuming RelExcl is that the formal
theory used for deriving universal FC allows us to extract the subdomain alternatives from a disjunctive sentence.
27 For a set of possible worlds W and a sentence φ, we have:
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0

follows, where M is a modal base, and C/C 0 denotes a subset of the alternatives of JSK M /JSK M :28,29
(66) Relativized Exclusivity
JdouC (S)K M /JdouC (S)K M is defined in w only if
∀φ[JφK M ∈ AntiExcl(JSK M , C ) ∧ JφK M ⊂ JSK M
0 is a minimal subset of M s.t. JφK M0 ( w ) = 1 → Oie (JφK M0 )(w ) = 1]]
→ ∀ Mh0 s,sti [ Mw
w
C0

(For any sentence φ such that JφK M is an anti-excludable alternative of S stronger than JSK M ,
0 is a minimal set of w-accessible worlds that
we have: for every modal base M0 such that Mw
0
verifies φ in w, Mw also verifies the exhaustification of φ in w.)

The rest of this subsection will explain how the RelExcl presupposition accounts for modal obviation.
For simplicity, the formula OCie φ (viz., the IE-based exhaustification of φ relative to the alternative set
C) will be abbreviated as Oφ.
For a non-modalized disjunction, the choice of modal base makes no difference. For (67), RelExcl
simply means that φj ∧ φm , Oφj , and Oφm are simultaneously true, which is clearly contradictory.
* douC [John or Mary teach Intro Chinese]
(Ungrammatical because douC [φj ∨ φm ] inevitably violates RelExcl.)

(67)

For a wide-scope 2-disjunction, there is no modal base that allows the universal FC inference and
RelExcl presupposition to be simultaneously true. For (68), we have: (i) the FC inference 2φj ∧ 2φm
is true in w relative to M iff John and Mary both teach Intro Chinese in every world in Mw ; (ii) O2φj
0 ; (iii) clearly M 0
is true in w relative to M0 iff only John teaches Intro Chinese in every world in Mw
w
0
cannot be a subset of Mw unless Mw = ∅.
(68)

(i)

* douC [John or Mary must teach Intro Chinese]
(Ungrammatical because douC [2φj ∨ 2φm ] inevitably violates RelExcl.)
a. W verifies 3φ in w if and only if there is a w-accessible world w0 in W such that φ is true in w0 ;
b. W verifies 2φ in w if and only if for every w-accessible world w0 in W, φ is true in w0 .

For illustration, consider three w-accessible worlds w1 ,w2 ,w3 , and assume that the sets of individuals who teach Intro Chinese
in these three worlds are { j}, {m}, and { j, m}, respectively. Let φx abbreviate ‘x teaches Intro Chinese’; then the sentences
and the minimal sets of accessible worlds that verify these sentences are paired as follows:
(ii)

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

3φj , 2φj : {w1 }, {w3 }
3φm , 2φm : {w2 }, {w3 }
3φj ∧ 3φm : {w1 , w2 }, {w3 }
3φj ∨ 3φm , 3(φj ∨ φm ), 2φj ∨ 2φm , 2(φj ∨ φm ): {w1 }, {w2 }, {w3 }
2φj ∧ 2φm , 2(φj ∧ φm ): {w3 }

28 Note that here φ stands for a syntactic expression, not a semantic value. The RelExcl condition is formalized as such
because it concerns the interpretations of the alternatives evaluated relative to different modal bases. However, this definition
is syncategorematic: it cannot be written as a lexical constraint (viz., cannot be written as ‘JdouC K = ...’), and it cannot give a
precise characterization of C 0 . To solve these problems, I will explore a variable-free treatment of modal bases in Appendix B.
29 The RelExcl condition is very similar to Dayal’s (2013) Viability constraint, which says that every exhaustified alternative
is true relative to a subset of the accessible worlds. The following formulates this constraint analogously to (66):
0

(i)

0 ⊆ M ∧ Oie (JφK M )( w ) = 1]]
∀φ[JφK M ∈ (AntiExcl(JSK M , C ) ∧ JφK M ⊂ JSK M → ∃ M0 [ Mw
w
C0
(For any sentence φ such that JφK M is an anti-excludable alternative of S stronger than JSK M , there is a modal base
0 is a subset of w-accessible worlds that verifies the exhaustification of φ in w.)
M0 such that Mw

The main difference between RelExcl and Viability is the following: in (69b), where the 3-disjunction is parsed without local
exhaustification, Viability predicts that universal FC is possible as long as 3Oφj and 3Oφm are true, regardless of the truth
or falsity of 3(φj ∧ φm ). However, as we shall see in Sect. 6.3.4, to account for the universal local-uniqueness inferences in
can-questions with a disjunctive MA interpretation, there has to be an interpretation that requires 3(φj ∧ φm ) to be false.
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As for the corresponding narrow-scope 2-disjunction, the application of dou is vacuous: for 2(φj ∨
φm ), the alternatives 2φj and 2φm are I-excludable and thus do not participate in anti-exhaustification.
The presence of an existential modal salvages the violation of RelExcl. Example (69) demonstrates
two ways to parse a wide-scope 3-disjunction, namely, without and with local exhaustification. In
these two parses, RelExcl yields two definedness conditions which differ w.r.t. whether there is an
accessible world where both John and Mary teach Intro Chinese. As stated in (69), assume that
only John, only Mary, and they both teach Intro Chinese in w1 , w2 , and w3 , respectively. Given the
assumed modal base M, the FC inference 3φj ∧ 3φm is true in all three anchor worlds w,w0 ,w00 .
(69) douC [John or Mary can teach Intro Chinese]




w → { w1 , w2 }
w1 → { j }
Let teach-IC =  w2 → {m}  and M =  w0 → {w1 , w2 , w3 } 
w00 → {w1 , w3 }
w3 → { j, m}
a. Given M, RelExcl is satisfied in w but violated in w0 and w00 . More generally:
douC [3φj ∨ 3φm ] = 3φj ∧ 3φm , defined only if 3Oφj ∧ 3Oφm ∧ ¬3(φj ∧ φm ).
b. Given M, RelExcl is satisfied in w and w0 but violated in w00 . More generally:
douC [3Oφj ∨ 3Oφm ] = 3Oφj ∧ 3Oφm , defined only if 3Oφj ∧ 3Oφm .
If the sentence is parsed without local exhaustification, as in (69a), RelExcl is satisfied only in w.
The minimal set of w-accessible worlds that verifies 3φj , namely {w1 }, also verifies its exhaustification
O3φj ; likewise for 3φm , the set {w2 }, which verifies 3φm , also verifies the exhaustification O3φm .
In contrast, RelExcl is not satisfied in w0 , which has one more accessible world w3 : {w3 } verifies 3φj
and 3φm but not O3φj or O3φm .
However, if the sentence is parsed with local exhaustification, as in (69b), RelExcl is also satisfied
in w0 : the violation of exclusivity in w3 does not affect RelExcl because {w3 } does not verify any
of the locally exhaustified disjuncts (viz., 3Oφj or 3Oφm ). In this case, the definedness condition
yielded by RelExcl is equivalent to the FC inference itself.
This analysis also applies to the narrow-scope 3-disjunction:
(70)

a. douC [3(φj ∨ φm )] = 3φj ∧ 3φm , defined only if 3Oφj ∧ 3Oφm ∧ ¬3(φj ∧ φm ).
b. douC [3(Oφj ∨ Oφm )] = 3Oφj ∧ 3Oφm , defined only if 3Oφj ∧ 3Oφm .

To sum up, anti-exhaustification is a crosslinguistic source for universal FC. This operation is
lexicalized as dou/dou. When associated with a disjunction, dou/dou affirms the prejacent and
negates the IE-based exhaustification of each anti-excludable alternative, giving rise to a universal FC
inference. Moreover, the anti-exhaustification operator dou/dou presupposes Relativized Exclusivity
(RelExcl). In a disjunctive sentence, the RelExcl presupposition can be satisfied only in the presence
of an existential modal, which may appear either above or below the disjunction.
4.4.4. Deriving disjunctive MA
Drawing on the parallel uses of dou in disjunctions and wh-questions, I argue that the disjunctive
MA interpretations of can-questions in English are derived by applying a covert anti-exhaustification
operator dou within the question nucleus. When used in wh-questions, this dou-operator has the
same LF syntax as the Mandarin exhaustivity marker dou, namely, it appears within the question
nucleus and is associated with a c-commanding wh-trace (argued in fn. 22).
The resulting LFs are structured as in (71). The δ-nodes in (71a) and (71b) are simply the IP nodes
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in the LF of higher-order MS and the LF of conjunctive MA, respectively. These two δ-nodes only
differ in the scope of the higher-order wh-trace π relative to the modal verb can. In both LFs, a covert
anti-exhaustification operator dou is applied to the δ-node and is associated with the wh-trace π.
The variable C 0 carried by dou denotes a set of variable alternatives of δ, which is equivalent to the
answer space derived in the absence of dou.
(71)

‘Who can chair the committee?’ (Disjunctive MA)
‘Andy or Billy can.\’
Andy can chair the committee, and Billy can chair the committee.
a. dou  3  π
CP

b. dou  π  3
CP

...

...

IP
δ

douC0

IP
δ

douC0

can
π het,ti,[+v]

π het,ti,[+v]
λx
λx

can
OC

OC
xe,[+v] chair

xe,[+v] chair

Compare now the answer spaces yielded in the absence of dou, which are displayed once more in
Figures 6a,b, to the answer spaces yielded by the LFs in (71a,b), depicted in Figures 7a,b. Legends,
abbreviations, and the setup of the context are the same as in Figure 3.30
3(OC φa ∧ OC φb )
3OC φa

::::::::::::::

3OC φb

∨

::::::

3OC φa ∧ 3OC φb
3OC φa

::::::

3OC φb

∧

3(OC φa ∨ OC φb )

3OC φa ∨ 3OC φb

a. 3  π: MS

b. π  3: conjunctive MA

Figure 6: Answer spaces of (71a,b) yielded in the absence of dou
douC0 [3OC φa ∧ 3OC φb ]

douC0 [3(OC φa ∧ OC φb )]
douC0 3OC φa

∧

:::::::::::::::::::::

douC0 3OC φb

douC0 3OC φa

∧

douC0 3OC φb

douC0 [3(OC φa ∨ OC φb )]

douC0 [3OC φa ∨ 3OC φb ]

a. dou  3  π: disjunctive MA

b. dou  π  3: con/dis-junctive MA

:::::::::::::::::::::

:::::::::::::::::::::

Figure 7: Answer spaces of (71a,b) yielded in the presence of dou
30 Figure 7b is labeled as ‘dis/con-junctive MA’, because the conjunctive answer at the top and the disjunctive answer at the
bottom are truth-conditionally equivalent. They both express the MA answer that Andy alone and Billy alone can chair.
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The computation of the alternatives in Figures 7a,b are given in (72) and (73) below. As defined in
(72a) and (73a), the variables C and C 0 are the domain variables carried by the local exhaustification
operator O and the global anti-exhaustification operator dou, respectively. In both cases, the applications of dou in the individual answers and the conjunctive answers are semantically vacuous: the
individual answers have no anti-excludable alternative; the conjunctive answers have anti-excludable
alternatives, but since these alternatives are weaker than the prejacent, the anti-exhaustification
inference (underlined in (72b) and (73b)) is entailed by the prejacent. However, as computed in (72c)
and (73c), in both cases, dou strengthens the disjunctive answer into a universal FC statement that
is logically equivalent to the conjunction of the two individual answers, making the answer space
closed under conjunction.
(72)

For dou  3  π (answer space in Figure 7a):
a. C = {φx | x ∈ hmn@ }, C 0 = {3π (λxe .OC φx ) | π ∈ h hmn@ }
b. Computation of the conjunctive answer
i. AntiExcl(3(OC φa ∧ OC φb ), C 0 ) = C 0 − {⊥}
ii. douC0 [3(OC φa ∧ OC φb )]
(Intended: ‘#It’s possible that we have only A and only B to chair the committee.’)
⇔ 3(OC φa ∧ OC φb ) ∧ ∀φ ∈ (C 0 − {⊥})[¬OCie φ]
⇔ 3(OC φa ∧ OC φb )
⇔⊥
c. Computation of the disjunctive answer
i. AntiExcl(3(OC φa ∨ OC φb ), C 0 ) = {3OC φa , 3OC φb }
ii. douC0 [3(OC φa ∨ OC φb )]
(Intended: ‘We can have A alone or B alone to chair the committee.’ (can  or))
⇔ 3(OC φa ∨ OC φb ) ∧ ¬OCie0 3OC φa ∧ ¬OCie0 3OC φb
⇔ 3(OC φa ∨ OC φb ) ∧ [3OC φa → 3OC φb ] ∧ [3OC φb → 3OC φa ]
⇔ 3(OC φa ∨ OC φb ) ∧ [3OC φa ↔ 3OC φb ]
⇔ 3OC φa ∧ 3OC φb

(73)

For dou  π  3 (answer space in Figure 7b):
a. C = {φx | x ∈ hmn@ }, C 0 = {π (λxe .3OC φx ) | π ∈ h hmn@ }
b. Computation of the conjunctive answer
i. AntiExcl(3OC φa ∧ 3OC φb , C 0 ) = {3OC φa , 3OC φb }
ii. douC0 [3OC φa ∧ 3OC φb ]
(Read as: ‘A alone and B alone can chair the committee.’)
⇔ [3OC φa ∧ 3OC φb ] ∧ ¬OCie0 3OC φa ∧ ¬OCie0 3OC φb
⇔ 3OC φa ∧ 3OC φb
c. Computation of the disjunctive answer
i. AntiExcl(3OC φa ∨ 3OC φb , C 0 ) = {3OC φa , 3OC φb }
ii. douC0 [3OC φa ∨ 3OC φb ]
(Read as: ‘A alone or B alone dou can chair the committee.’ (or  can))
⇔ [3OC φa ∨ 3OC φb ] ∧ ¬OCie0 3OC φa ∧ ¬OCie0 3OC φb
⇔ [3OC φa ∨ 3OC φb ] ∧ [3OC φa → 3OC φb ] ∧ [3OC φb → 3OC φa ]
⇔ [3OC φa ∨ 3OC φb ] ∧ [3OC φa ↔ 3OC φb ]
⇔ 3OC φa ∧ 3OC φb
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This analysis straightforwardly explains why only can-questions admit universal FC-disjunctive
answers. In the above can-question, the RelExcl presupposition of dou yields a definedness condition
equivalent to the FC meaning of the disjunctive answer. However, disjunctive answers in other types
of wh-questions cannot be strengthened into FC statements via anti-exhaustification. For example, for
the 2-question in (41), repeated below, a disjunctive answer may express either ignorance (2φ f ∨ 2φr )
or existential FC (2[φ f ∨ φr ]), but not universal FC (2φ f ∧ 2φr ): applying dou to the disjunctive
answer either causes an inevitable violation of RelExcl or is semantically vacuous.
(74)

Q: ‘What does John have to read?’ A: ‘The French novels or the Russian novels.’
a. If π  2: ignorance
douC [2φ f ∨ 2φr ] isn’t a possible answer, because it inevitably violates RelExcl.
b. If 2  π: existential FC
i. douC [2(φ f ∨ φr )] = 2(φ f ∨ φr ); anti-exhaustification is vacuous because 2(φ f ∨ φr )
has no anti-excludable alternative.
ii. The domain alternatives have to participate in exhaustification, which yields existential FC: OCie [2(φ f ∨ φr )] = 2(φ f ∨ φr ) ∧ ¬2φ f ∧ ¬2φr = 2(φ f ∨ φr ) ∧ 3φ f ∧ 3φr

4.5. Interim summary
This section has presented a nucleus-dependent approach to deriving the MS and MA interpretations
of can-questions. I have argued that we should attribute the MS/MA ambiguity in can-questions to
minimal structural variations within the question nucleus. By adopting the definition of answerhood
from Fox 2013, which allows for multiple max-informative true answers, the presented approach
predicts that a can-question has a MS interpretation unless one of the following conditions is met:
(i) the higher-order wh-trace takes scope above can, or (ii) an anti-exhaustification operator (≈ the
Mandarin particle dou) appears above can and is associated with the higher-order wh-trace. In
particular, condition (i) yields conjunctive MA, and condition (ii) yields disjunctive MA.
Compared with earlier nucleus-dependent analyses (George 2011: Chap. 6; Fox 2013), this
approach has the following merits. First, it accounts for several linguistic properties of MS answers,
namely local exhaustivity, mutual independence, and ‘mention-one-only’. Second, by assuming
higher-order wh-quantification, this approach derives a scopal effect in can-questions for free; this
scopal effect naturally accounts for the contrast between MS and conjunctive MA. Third, drawing
on evidence from the Mandarin multi-functional particle dou, this account uniformly explains the
derivation and distribution of universal FC disjunctions and disjunctive MA interpretations.
However, as admitted in Sect. 4.2.3, the assumptions made in this section only partially explain
the construction-specific MS-licensing effect of can — they don’t fully rule out MS interpretations
for non-modalized questions and questions with a universal modal. As I will argue in the next two
sections, this MS over-generation problem, as well as the prima facie dilemma between uniqueness
and MS, can all be resolved by ‘Relativized Exhaustivity’.
5.

The dilemma

My analysis of the MS/MA ambiguity adopts the definition of answerhood from Fox (2013), which
doesn’t demand global exhaustivity. This definition of answerhood, however, conflicts with Dayal’s
(1996) exhaustivity presupposition, which is crucial in accounting for uniqueness effects in questions.
Moreover, without further constraints, this definition over-predicts MS interpretations for a variety
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kinds of questions.
Hirsch and Schwarz (2020) observe that the uniqueness inference triggered by a singular whichphrase can be interpreted locally. This observation challenges Dayal’s exhaustivity presupposition as
well as a modified exhaustivity presupposition offered by Fox (2018, 2020). They argue to abandon
Dayal’s exhaustivity presupposition and propose that the observed uniqueness effects are due to the
lexical features of the determiner which. This section discusses the resulting dilemma and reviews
the two alternative accounts of uniqueness by Fox (2018, 2020) and Hirsch and Schwarz (2020).
5.1. Dayal’s exhaustivity presupposition: merits and challenges
5.1.1. Uniqueness and singular wh-questions
Wh-questions with a singular which-phrase (called ‘singular wh-questions’) are subject to a uniqueness
effect. For example, question (75) can be felicitously uttered only if the speaker believes that this
question has just one true answer.
(75)

Which child came?

Only one of the children came.

This uniqueness effect is standardly explained by Dayal’s exhaustivity presupposition, which
says that a question is defined only if it has an exhaustive true answer. Dayal (1996) encodes this
exhaustivity requirement of question semantics as a presupposition of the answerhood operator,
defined as follows:
(76)

AnsDayal (w)( Q) = ∃ p[w ∈ p ∈ Q ∧ ∀q[w ∈ q ∈ Q → p ⊆ q]].
ιp[w ∈ p ∈ Q ∧ ∀q[w ∈ q ∈ Q → p ⊆ q]]

(= (28))

She argues that the contrast in uniqueness between singular and plural wh-questions comes from
the semantic distinction between singular and plural nouns: a singular noun denotes a set of
atomic entities, while a plural noun denotes a set that also includes sums (Sharvy 1980; Link 1983).
Incorporating this distinction into wh-questions, Dayal (1996) argues that the answer space of a plural
wh-question includes sum-based propositions while the answer space of a singular wh-question
doesn’t. For example, in a context where two children came, the plural wh-question (77a) has an
exhaustive true answer derived based on the sum of two children, a ⊕ b. However, in the same
context, the singular wh-question (77b) doesn’t have an exhaustive true answer, which violates the
exhaustivity presupposition.
(77)

(Among the children under consideration, only Andy and Billy came. The speaker knows
that multiple children came, but she doesn’t know who they are.)
a.
b.

{λw.camew ( a), λw.camew (b), λw.camew ( a ⊕ b)}

Which children came?

{λw.camew ( a), λw.camew (b)}

# Which child came?

Dayal (1996) is focused on the first-order interpretations of wh-questions. As for the higher-order
interpretations, clearly singular which-phrases cannot quantify over Boolean conjunctions; otherwise
(77b) would have an exhaustive true answer λw.camew ( a) ∧ camew (b) formed out of a⇑ ∩ b⇑ and
would satisfy the exhaustivity presupposition.31
31 The same idea applies if we follow Fox (2018, 2020) and assume that a wh-domain may include higher-order pluralities.

The
uniqueness effects of singular wh-questions argue that singular which-phrases cannot quantify over higher-order pluralities;
otherwise (77b) would have an exhaustive true answer based on the higher-order plurality {{ a}, {b}}.
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Higher-order wh-quantification exhibits a disjunction–conjunction asymmetry (Xiang 2021b):
the higher-order quantification domain of a singular which-phrase includes Boolean disjunctions,
even though it doesn’t include Boolean conjunctions. For example in (78), the disjunctive answer to
a singular should-question may be interpreted under the scope of the universal modal should. The
narrow-scope interpretation of the disjunctive answer argues that the wh-domain of which textbook
contains Boolean disjunctions over atomic books.
(78)

Which textbook should I use for this class?
Heim & Kratzer or Meaning & Grammar. (The choice is up to you.)

The disjunction–conjunction asymmetry is also manifested in singular can-questions. Unlike in (79),
the MA answer to the singular can-question in (80) can be expressed as an elided FC-disjunction, but
not as an elided conjunction.
(79)

(80)

What can I use for this class?
a.

Heim & Kratzer or Meaning & Grammar.

b.

Heim & Kratzer and Meaning & Grammar.

Which textbook can I use for this class?
a.

Heim & Kratzer or Meaning & Grammar.

b.

# Heim & Kratzer and Meaning & Grammar.

The following discussion on uniqueness will take disjunctive answers into account. These answers
are especially important for local-uniqueness effects in modalized questions.
In addition to singular which-phrases, numeral-modified which-phrases also trigger a uniqueness
presupposition, as exemplified in (81). The same analysis applies: which two children may quantify
over pluralities of two children (e.g., a ⊕ b) and the Boolean disjunctions of these pluralities (e.g.,
( a ⊕ b)⇑ ∪ (c ⊕ d)⇑ ), but not their sums or Boolean conjunctions or the higher-order pluralities of
these pluralities (for more details, see Xiang 2021b). In (81b), for example, if which two children could
quantify over Boolean conjunctions, the question would admit a conjunctive answer expressing the
composition of two teams, derived from ( a ⊕ b)⇑ ∩ (c ⊕ d)⇑ , contrary to fact.
(81)

Only two of the children came.

a. Which two children came?
b. Which two children formed a team?

Only one pair of the children formed any team.

5.1.2. Consequences of abandoning Dayal’s exhaustivity presupposition
Dayal’s exhaustivity presupposition requires a question to have an exhaustive true answer. In
contrast, the max-informativity-based definition of answerhood adopted from Fox predicts that
a MS interpretation is only available in cases where Dayal’s exhaustivity presupposition is not
trivially satisfied: a question has a MS interpretation if and only if this question can have multiple
max-informative true answers (Sect. 4.1.2). This is where the dilemma arises: Dayal’s exhaustivity
presupposition explains uniqueness, but it is too strong to allow for MS; meanwhile Fox’s concept of
answerhood paves a way for MS, but is too weak to explain uniqueness.
Despite the status our model accords to MS, abandoning Dayal’s exhaustivity presupposition
would be too costly. In addition to explaining the uniqueness effects in questions, this exhaustivity
presupposition has played an important role in accounting for a variety of linguistic phenomena,
such as the negative island effects in degree constructions (Fox and Hackl 2007; Spector and Abrusán
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2011; Abrusán 2014) and the maximality effects of definites (von Fintel et al. 2014). Moreover, it
can rule out many unwanted question interpretations; without further restrictions, abandoning this
presupposition and applying Fox’s concept of answerhood would let these unwanted interpretations
be rebranded as acceptable MS interpretations. The following lays out three such problematic cases.
Case 1: Questions with a uniqueness presupposition. For a singular wh-question, the individual
answers are mutually independent, and the answer space contains no plural or conjunctive answer
stronger than these individual answers. Hence, without further restrictions, applying Fox’s concept
of answerhood predicts a MS interpretation rather than a uniqueness effect. This problem also
applies to numeral-modified wh-questions and alternative questions.
(82)

Which child came?/ Which two children formed a team?/ Did you invite Andy, Billy, or Cindy?
a. With Dayal’s exhaustivity presupposition: MA with uniqueness

3

b. Without Dayal’s exhaustivity presupposition: MS without uniqueness

7

Case 2: Wh-questions with a non-distributive predicate. For wh-questions with a non-distributive
predicate (e.g., form a team, solve a problem together, be worth $10 in total), the individual answers are
logically independent even if the wh-phrase is number-neutral or a bare plural. As seen in Sect. 4.2.3,
for such a question, the answer space is closed under conjunction in the higher-order interpretation
but not in the first-order interpretation. Hence, without further restrictions, applying Fox’s concept
of answerhood predicts a MS interpretation for the first-order wh-quantification.
(83)

Which children formed a team?
a. With Dayal’s exhaustivity presupposition: MA without uniqueness

3

b. Without Dayal’s exhaustivity presupposition: Ambiguous between MS and MA

7

Case 3: Wh-questions with an existential indefinite. Wh-questions with an existential indefinite
have choice interpretations and individual interpretations. Thus the choice interpretation in (84a)
requests the specification of a boy-movie(s) pair, whereas the individual interpretation in (84b)
requests the specification of some movies, but not the names of the boys who watched these movies.
(84)

(Among the boys under consideration, Andy watched Ironman and Spiderman, and Billy
watched only Hulk. Clark didn’t watch any movies.)
Which movie or movies did one of the boys watch?
a. ‘Name any/one boy x, and then tell me: Which movie(s) did x watch?’ (Choice)
i.

Andy watched Ironman and Spiderman.

ii.

Billy watched Hulk.

b. ‘Which movie(s) y is/are such that one of the boys watched y?’ (Individual)
i.
ii.

One (of the boys) watched Ironman and Spiderman, and one watched Hulk.
# One (of the boys) watched Hulk.

Existing literature is focused on the choice interpretation. A few works on MS (George 2011; Fox
2013; Nicolae 2013; a.o.) treat the choice interpretation as a MS interpretation and claim that existential indefinites can license MS. However, a number of empirical distinctions argue that choice
interpretations and MS interpretations should be treated separately (Appendix A). Here, let’s switch
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our focus to the individual interpretation. In this interpretation, the indefinite takes scope within
the local IP. This raises a problem similar to what we’ve seen in questions with a collective predicate.
In principle, in analogy to can-questions, questions with an existential indefinite could have an LF
involving local exhaustification, as in (85a). In the context given above, the true answers yielded
by this LF are those in (85b), both of which are max-informative. However, as seen in (84b-ii), such
non-exhaustive individual answers are deviant. This problem also applies to the LF in (86a) for the
higher-order wh-quantification.
(85)

a. [cp which-movie(s) λye [ip one-boy λxe [ OC [vp x watched y[+v] ]]]]
b. {λw.∃ x [boyw ( x ) ∧ OC [watchw ( x, i ⊕ s)]], λw.∃ x [boyw ( x ) ∧ OC [watchw ( x, h)]]}

(86)

a. [cp which-movie(s) λπhet,ti [ip one-boy λxe [ π λye [ OC [vp x watched y[+v] ]]]]]


λw.∃ x [boyw ( x ) ∧ OC [watchw ( x, i ⊕ s)]], λw.∃ x [boyw ( x ) ∧ OC [watchw ( x, h)]]
b.
λw.∃ x [boyw ( x ) ∧ [OC [watchw ( x, i ⊕ s)] ∨ OC [watchw ( x, h)]]]

The contrast between (84b-i) and (84b-ii) argues that the LFs in (85a) and (86a) are deviant; the LF for
the individual interpretation should be like (87a), the answer space of which includes also answers
formed out of Boolean coordinations and is closed under conjunction, as shown in (87b). However,
once Dayal’s exhaustivity presupposition is abandoned, it is unclear what constraints can rule out
(85) and (86) and force (87).
(87)

a. [cp which-movie(s) λπhet,ti [ip π λye [ one-boy λxe [ OC [vp x watched y[+v] ]]]]]


 λw.∃ x [boyw ( x ) ∧ OC [watchw ( x, i ⊕ s)]] ∧ ∃ x [boyw ( x ) ∧ OC [watchw ( x, h)]] 
b.
λw.∃ x [boyw ( x ) ∧ OC [watchw ( x, i ⊕ s)]] , λw.∃ x [boyw ( x ) ∧ OC [watchw ( x, h)]]


λw.∃ x [boyw ( x ) ∧ OC [watchw ( x, i ⊕ s)]] ∨ ∃ x [boyw ( x ) ∧ OC [watchw ( x, h)]]

5.1.3. A challenge to Dayal’s exhaustivity presupposition: local uniqueness
As mentioned, Hirsch and Schwarz (2020) novelly observe that the uniqueness inference in a singular
3-question can take scope below the existential modal. For example, the following questions are
acceptable in a multiple-choice context, where each choice involves a single letter, either ‘a’ or ‘r’. As
Hirsch and Schwarz argue, since Dayal’s exhaustivity presupposition is applied to the answer space
as a whole, it cannot account for these local-uniqueness inferences.
(88)

a. Which letter could we add to fo m (to form a word)?
A or r. (Intended: ‘The unique letter that we add to fo m could be a and could be r.’)
b. Which letter could be missing in fo m?
A or r. (Intended: ‘The unique letter missing in fo m could be a and could be r.’)

According to Hirsch and Schwarz, local uniqueness is available regardless of modal flavor: in
the 3-questions in (88), the modal verb could is a priority modal in (88a) and an epistemic modal in
(88b). Below, I further argue that local uniqueness is available regardless of the modal force. For
example, the singular have to-question in (89) implies that we cannot assign more than one chapter to
the students.
(89)

Q: Which chapter do we have to assign to the students?
We are not allowed to assign more than one chapter to the students.
A: Chapter 1 or chapter 2, either is good.
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(2(φc1 ∨ φc2 ))

Dayal’s exhaustivity presupposition cannot account for the local uniqueness inference in (89). To
see why, recall that the singular which-phrase may only range over atomic entities and their Boolean
disjunctions. With two chapters c1 and c2 in the discourse domain, the answer space yielded in a
narrow-scope higher-order interpretation is the one given in (90a). Next, assume the scenario in
(90b), where local uniqueness is violated: among the three w-accessible worlds w1 ,w2 ,w3 , we assign
only c1 in w1 , only c2 in w2 , but both c1 and c2 in w3 . In this scenario, the answer space has only one
true member, 2(φc1 ∨ φc2 ), and hence Dayal’s exhaustivity presupposition is not violated.
(90)

Which chapter do we have to assign to the students?
[cp which-chapter λπhet,ti [ip have to [ π λxe [vp we assign x to the students ]]]]
a. Q = {2φc1 , 2φc2 , 2(φc1 ∨ φc2 )}
(φx abbreviates ‘we assign x to the students’)


b. Mw = {w1 , w2 , w3 }, assign = w1 → {c1 }, w2 → {c2 }, w3 → {c1 , c2 }, ...

5.2. Two alternative accounts
5.2.1. Partition by exhaustification (Fox 2018, 2020)
Fox (2018, 2020) presents a solution to the dilemma between uniqueness and MS. These works cover
a number of issues, including also the negative island effects of higher-order wh-quantification. The
following will focus on those aspects that are directly relevant to the dilemma between MS and
uniqueness.
Fox first re-writes Dayal’s definition of answerhood in terms of exhaustification; his version is
given in (91): for a world w and a Hamblin set Q, applying AnsDayal returns the unique proposition
p in Q such that the exhaustification of p relative to Q is true in w; this application is defined only if
such a proposition exists. In this definition, the O-operator is the traditional exhaustification operator:
it affirms the prejacent and negates all the alternatives that are not entailed by this prejacent.
(91)

AnsDayal (w)( Q) = ∃ p ∈ Q[OQ ( p)(w) = 1].ιp ∈ Q[OQ ( p)(w) = 1]
where OQ ( p) := λw0 .p(w0 ) = 1 ∧ ∀q ∈ Q[ p 6⊆ q → q(w0 ) = 0]

Next, Fox modifies the definition by replacing the traditional O-operator with one that may trigger
FC. He assumes the exhaustivity operator OIE+II from Bar-Lev and Fox 2020. As defined below, this
operator negates the innocently excludable (IExcl-)alternatives (called ‘Innocent Exclusion (IE)’) and
affirms the innocently includable (IIncl-)alternatives (called ‘Innocent Inclusion (II)’).
(92) OCIE+II = λpλw. ∀q ∈ C [q ∈ IExcl( p, C ) → q(w) = 0] ∧ ∀r ∈ C [r ∈ IIncl( p, C ) → r (w) = 1]
|
{z
} |
{z
}
Innocent Exclusion (IE)

Innocent Inclusion (II)

a. IExcl( p, C )
T
= { A ⊆ C | A is a maximal subset of C s.t. {¬q | q ∈ A} ∪ { p} is consistent}
b. IIncl( p, C )
T
= { B ⊆ C | B is a maximal subset of C s.t. B ∪ { p} ∪ {¬q | q ∈ IExcl( p, C )} is consistent}
Let’s see how the OIE+II -operator derives FC and predicts its distribution. In (93), applying
to the modalized disjunction 3(φa ∨ φb ) yields a scalar implicature ¬3(φa ∧ φb ) by innocent
exclusion, as well as a FC inference 3φa ∧ 3φb by innocent inclusion. In contrast, in (94), applying
OIE+II to a plain disjunction doesn’t yield FC, because the disjuncts are not I-includable: affirming
both disjuncts yields an inference conflicting with the negation of the I-excludable alternative (viz.,
φa ∧ φb and ¬(φa ∨ φb ) are contradictory). Hence, OIE+II may yield a FC inference for a disjunctive
OIE+II
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sentence only if the alternative set of this sentence is not closed under conjunction, such as in cases
where the disjunction takes scope below an existential modal.
(93)

Let p = 3(φa ∨ φb ) and C = {3φa , 3φb , 3(φa ∨ φb ), 3(φa ∧ φb )}; then we have:
a. IExcl( p, C ) = {3(φa ∧ φb )} and IIncl( p, C ) = {3φa , 3φb , 3(φa ∨ φb )}
b. OCIE+II ( p) = ¬3(φa ∧ φb ) ∧ [3φa ∧ 3φb ∧ 3(φa ∨ φb )] = ¬3(φa ∧ φb ) ∧ 3φa ∧ 3φb
|
{z
} |
{z
}
IE

(94)

II

Let p = φa ∨ φb and C = {φa , φb , φa ∨ φb , φa ∧ φb }; then we have:
a. IExcl( p, C ) = {φa ∧ φb } and IIncl( p, C ) = {φa ∨ φb }
b. OCIE+II ( p) = ¬[φa ∧ φb ] ∧ [φa ∨ φb ]
| {z } | {z }
IE

II

Dayal’s exhaustivity presupposition can now be modified to the following:
(95)

Modified exhaustivity presupposition (after Fox 2020)
For any question with a Hamblin set Q, the application of the answerhood operator to Q is
defined in w only if there is a proposition p in Q such that OIE+II
( p) is true in w.
Q

Just like Dayal’s exhaustivity presupposition, this modified presupposition is trivially satisfied if
the answer space is closed under conjunction. However, this modified presupposition can also be
trivially satisfied in cases where the answer space contains disjunctions that can be strengthened
into FC statements via the application of OIE+II . This property allows for MS.
To see explicitly how this analysis allows for MS, consider the can-question in (96). With three
relevant individuals a,b,c, the answer space of the question is as laid out in (96a).32 Applying OIE+II
Q
point-wise to this answer space returns a set of mutually exclusive propositions as in (96b), referred
to as ‘the partition induced by Q’. The modified exhaustivity presupposition is satisfied in any world
that is in the union of this partition, including worlds with multiple possible chair persons.
(96)

Who can chair the committee alone?

3φa , 3φb , 3φc

a. Q =
3(φa ∨ φb ), 3(φb ∨ φc ), 3(φa ∨ φc )

3(φa ∨ φb ∨ φc )
(φx
b.




abbreviates ‘x chairs the committee alone’)

{OIE+II
( p)
Q

| p ∈ Q}


 3φa ∧ ¬3φb ∧ ¬3φc , 3φb ∧ ¬3φa ∧ ¬3φc , 3φc ∧ ¬3φa ∧ ¬3φb 
=
3φa ∧ 3φb ∧ ¬3φc , 3φb ∧ 3φc ∧ ¬3φa , 3φa ∧ 3φc ∧ ¬3φb


3φa ∧ 3φb ∧ 3φc

This partition-by-exhaustification analysis also avoids over-generating MS interpretations for
questions with a non-distributive predicate. For example, in a multiple-team scenario, question
(97) (see also (52)) satisfies the exhaustivity presupposition only if its answer space is closed under
conjunction. Such an answer space can be created if the wh-phrase ranges over higher-order pluralities
32 For Fox’s (2018, 2020) analysis, it is important to exclude the narrow-scope conjunctive answers (e.g., 3( φ ∧ φ )) from
a
b
the answer space of a MS question. Fox assumes that such answers are ‘pruned’. For simplicity, I here demonstrate Fox’s
analysis using an example with the predicate chair the committee alone, for which we can ignore such conjunctive answers.
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(as assumed in Fox 2018, 2020, discussed in Sect. 4.2.3) or Boolean conjunctions (as assumed in my
proposal).33
(97)

Q: ‘Which children formed a team?’
A: ‘Andy and Billy formed a team, and Cindy and Danny formed a team.’

What about uniqueness? At first sight, the partition-by-exhaustification analysis should preserve
the merits of Dayal’s exhaustivity presupposition in explaining uniqueness: if a question doesn’t have
FC answers, the modification to Dayal’s exhaustivity presupposition shouldn’t affect the predictions.
However, as I argue below, this problem remains unsolved because the OIE+II -operator over-generates
FC readings for disjunctive answers to singular wh-questions.
For an illustration of the uniqueness problem, consider the singular wh-question in (98). With
two boys a and b in the discourse domain, the answer space is Qfo in the first-order interpretation
and Qho in the higher-order interpretation.34 In (98b), applying point-wise exhaustification to Qfo
induces a partition that covers only the worlds where exactly one of the boys came, which does nicely
predict uniqueness. However, in the higher-order interpretation, exhaustifying the non-modalized
disjunctive answer φa ∨ φb with the OIE+II -operator would strengthen it into a FC statement: distinct
from the alternative set C in (94), here Qho doesn’t contain the conjunction φa ∧ φb , and thus the
individual answers φa and φb are I-includable w.r.t. the disjunctive answer φa ∨ φb . Hence in (98c),
the partition induced by Qho covers also the worlds where both boys came, which therefore predicts
no uniqueness effect. In short, the uniqueness effect remains unexplained because the OIE+II -operator
over-generates FC answers for singular wh-questions with a higher-order interpretation.
(98)

Which boy came?
a. Qfo = {φa , φb } and Qho = {φa , φb , φa ∨ φb }
b.
c.

{OIE+II
Qfo ( p )
IE+II
{OQho ( p)

| p ∈ Qfo } = {φa ∧ ¬φb , ¬φa ∧ φb }

(φx abbreviates ‘x came’)
(Prediction: uniqueness 3)

| p ∈ Qho } = {φa ∧ ¬φb , ¬φa ∧ φb , φa ∧ φb } (Prediction: no uniqueness 7)
[N.B.: IExcl(φa ∨ φb , Qho ) = ∅ and IIncl(φa ∨ φb , Qho ) = {φa ∨ φb , φa , φb };
therefore: OIE+II
Qho ( φa ∨ φb ) = φa ∧ φb .]

The OIE+II -operator also over-predicts FC for disjunctions embedded under an existential indefinite, which in turn over-predicts a MS interpretation for questions with an existential indefinite. As
argued in Sect. 5.1.2, the answer space of (99) couldn’t be the one given in (99a), since this would
allow for a non-exhaustive individual interpretation.35 Applying OIE+II
point-wise to this answer
Q
space yields the partition in (99b), which includes worlds where two movies were watched, each by
a different boy.
33 The analysis proposed in Fox 2018, 2020 is more complex than what is presented here. To account for the negative island
effects in higher-order interpretations, Fox also argues for a non-vacuity principle:

(i)

Non-vacuity (Fox 2018, 2020)
Every proposition p in Q is such that the exhaustification of p is identical to a cell in the partition induced by Q.

This principle predicts that simple wh-questions like Who left? and Which children formed a team? do not have higher-order
interpretations: in a higher-order interpretation, the answer space of a simple wh-question contains plain disjunctions like
φa ∨ φb , which cannot be paired with a partition cell by exhaustification. To account for the data in (97), Fox further assumes
that the quantification domain of which children includes higher-order pluralities such as {{ a, b}, {c, d}}. With this assumption,
the answer space yielded in a first-order interpretation is closed under conjunction.
34 As mentioned, singular which-phrases may range over Boolean disjunctions (e.g., a⇑ ∩ b⇑ ), but not over Boolean conjunctions (e.g., a⇑ ∪ b⇑ ) or higher-order pluralities (e.g., {{ a}, {b}}).
35 To be consistent with Fox’s analysis, I here remove the local exhaustifier assumed in my own proposal and prune the
narrow-scope conjunctive answer ∃ x [φh x,m1 i ∧ φh x,m2 i ]. These changes do not affect the illustration of this issue.
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(99)

Which movie or movies did one of the boys watch? (Individual)
n
o
∃ x.φhx,m1 i , ∃ x.φhx,m2 i , ∃ x [φhx,m1 i ∨ φhx,m2 i ]
a. Q =
(φh x,mi abbreviates ‘boy x watched m’)
b. {OIE+II
Q n ( p) | p ∈ Q}
o
∃ x.φhx,m1 i ∧ ¬∃ x.φhx,m2 i , ∃ x.φhx,m2 i ∧ ¬∃ x.φhx,m1 i , ∃ x.φhx,m1 i ∧ ∃ x.φhx,m2 i
=
[N.B.: IExcl(∃ x [φh x,m1 i ∨ φh x,m2 i ], Q) = ∅ and IIncl(∃ x [φh x,m1 i ∨ φh x,m2 i ], Q) = Q;
therefore: OIE+II
(∃ x [φhx,m1 i ∨ φhx,m2 i ]) = ∃ x.φhx,m1 i ∧ ∃ x.φhx,m2 i ]
Q

In short, since the OIE+II -operator predicts no difference between existential modals and existential
indefinites in licensing FC, the partition-by-exhaustification analysis predicts no difference between
existential modals and existential quantifiers in licensing MS.
To sum up, the partition-by-exhaustification analysis of Fox (2018, 2020) allows for MS; however,
due to the particular choice of the OIE+II -operator, this account remains insufficient in predicting
uniqueness effects and in avoiding over-generation of MS. One way to fix these problems would be
to use a different method to derive partition and FC. For example, the partition can be induced by
applying both the IE-based exhaustification operator OIE and the anti-exhaustification operator dou
to each propositional answer. The OIE+II -operator and the dou-operator predict different distributions
of FC. As discussed above, exhaustifying a disjunction-containing sentence by OIE+II yields FC if
and only if the alternative set of this sentence isn’t closed under conjunction. The OIE+II -based
analysis predicts FC for 3(φ ∨ ψ) as well as for ∃ x [φh x,ai ∨ φh x,bi ], but not for wide-scope disjunctions
including 3φ ∨ 3ψ. It also predicts FC for the plain disjunction φ ∨ ψ if the conjunctive alternative
φ ∧ ψ is pruned. In contrast, the dou-based analysis, which accounts for the distribution of universal
FC based on the RelExcl presupposition, predicts universal FC only for 3-disjunctions like 3(φ ∨ ψ)
and 3φ ∨ 3ψ.
Fox’s (2018, 2020) account doesn’t deal with local-uniqueness effects. For a recent analysis of local
uniqueness based on partition and local exhaustification, see Kobayashi and Rouillard 2021.
5.2.2. Presuppositional which (Hirsch and Schwarz 2020)
As mentioned before, to account for local-uniqueness effects in 3-questions, Hirsch and Schwarz
(2020) propose, in line with Rullmann and Beck (1998), that the uniqueness presupposition of a
singular wh-question stems from the lexical meaning of the determiner which. They define which as
in (100) and assume that which is interpreted within the question nucleus.36
(100)

JwhichK = λxe λmhe,sti λghe,sti λw : ∃!y[ f (y)(w) ∧ g(y)(w)]. f ( x )(w) ∧ g( x )(w)

Hirsch and Schwarz further argue that global/local uniqueness arises if the which-phrase takes scope
above/below the existential modal, as exemplified in (101). Here each propositional answer carries a
global/local uniqueness presupposition (underlined). For the local-uniqueness interpretation (101b),
if none of the accessible worlds satisfies uniqueness, the question has no true answer and is deviant.
36 The main texts of Uegaki 2018, 2021 also define which with a uniqueness presupposition. The primary goal of Uegaki’s
analysis is to account for the projection behavior of the uniqueness presupposition in question embeddings. However, for
his core idea it only matters that the uniqueness presupposition is carried by each answer individually (as opposed to by
the answer set as a whole); it does not matter to him how this presupposition is compositionally derived. In Uegaki 2021:
Appendix A, he sketches out an alternative analysis which assumes that the uniqueness presupposition is assigned to each
of the propositional answers after the application of the Ans-operator. My proposal in Sect. 6 can quite easily be made
compatible with this analysis; for details, see fn. 41.
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(101)

Which letter could we add to fo m?
a. which  could: global uniqueness
i. [cp ? λ1 [ip [dp which t1 letter] λ2 [ could [vp we add t2 to fo m ]]]]
ii. {λw : ∃!y[3w [λw0 .letterw0 (y) ∧ addw0 (y)]].3w [λw0 .letterw0 ( a) ∧ addw0 ( a)] | x ∈ De }
b. could  which: local uniqueness
i. [cp ? λ1 [ip could [ [dp which t1 letter] λ2 [vp we add t2 to fo m ]]]]
ii. {λw : 3w [λw0 .∃!y[letterw0 (y) ∧ addw0 (y)]].3w [λw0 .letterw0 ( a) ∧ addw0 ( a)] | x ∈ De }

The above example concerns singular wh-questions. To allow their account to apply to plural
wh-questions, Hirsch and Schwarz re-define the semantics of which as follows:
(102)

JwhichK = λxe λmhe,sti λghe,sti λw : ∃y[ f (y)(w) ∧ g(y)(w) ∧ ∀z[ f (y)(w) ∧ g(y)(w) → z ≤ y]].
f ( x )(w) ∧ g( x )(w)

In this definition, the presupposition of which is trivially satisfied if and only if the intersection
between the wh-domain and the extension of the predicate that the which-phrase combines with is
closed under sum. For example, this presupposition is trivially satisfied in Which students came?: for
any world w, the set of students who came in w (viz., JstudentsKw ∩ JcameKw ) is closed under sum. In
contrast, Which student came? is subject to uniqueness: the set of atomic students who came in w (viz.,
JstudentKw ∩ JcameKw ) is closed under sum if and only if exactly one student came in w.

Compared with the analysis of uniqueness based on Dayal’s exhaustivity presupposition, the
presuppositional-which account has advantages in deriving local-uniqueness interpretations. Moreover, this account is compatible with Fox’s answerhood and permits MS.
However, despite these advantages, the presuppositional-which account faces many problems.
First, this account only deals with uniqueness effects; it cannot avoid over-generating MS interpretations for wh-questions with a collective predicate or with an existential indefinite.
Second, this account predicts a local-uniqueness effect for a singular can-question, but not for the
MS answers to this question: it doesn’t require the answer chosen by the addressee to be one that
satisfies local uniqueness. To see this problem more concretely, consider (103). Given the existence of
the option to assign a single chapter, Hirsch and Schwarz’s account predicts that the local-uniqueness
requirement of the embedded singular can-question which chapter we can assign to the students is
satisfied, and further, that any true answer that specifies a single chapter is a good MS answer to this
question. However, the continuation in (103) is clearly unacceptable: the uniqueness requirement is
not satisfied in worlds where we assign “chapter 3”.37
(103)

(The book under consideration has three chapters. The speaker, who is a TA of the class,
has been informed by the instructor that they could assign either chapter 1, or chapter 2, or
both chapters 2 and 3 to the students next week.)
# I know which chapter we can assign to the students (next week) ..., chapter 3.

Third, the local-uniqueness inference predicted by this account is existential, which is too weak.
For example, for the embedded question which chapter we can assign to the students, the predicted
local-uniqueness inference is read as “We are allowed to assign a single chapter to the students”, not
37 Eagle-eyed readers might find the above statement odd even before the answer continuation “chapter 3” is given. This
oddness is due to the problem we turn to next, which applies to the embedded question itself and is independent of the
answer continuation.
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“We are only allowed to assign a single chapter to the students”. However, (104a) is marginal, despite
the fact that uniqueness is satisfied in all of the accessible worlds where chapter 1 is assigned and in
some of the accessible worlds where chapter 2 is assigned. In contrast, it is more natural to express
the intended meaning with the stressed modifier SINgle, as in (104b), or by using the number-neutral
word what, as in (104c). (For an explanation of the contrast between (104a) and (104b), see Sect. 6.3.3.)
(104)

(As in (103).)
a.

? I know which chapter we can assign to the students next week ...,
chapter 1/ chapter 2/ chapter 1 or chapter 2.

b.

I know which SINgle chapter we can assign to the students next week ...,
chapter 1/ chapter 2/ chapter 1 or chapter 2.

c.

I know what we can assign to the students next week.

Contrary to Hirsch and Schwarz 2020, I argue that the uniqueness requirement in a modalized
singular wh-question needs to be satisfied in every accessible world which alone verifies a true answer.
Dialogue (105) illustrates this requirement. In an informal survey I conducted, 9 out of 11 native
speakers reported that TA1’s utterance sounded unnatural or sly — it seemed to them that TA1 was
unintentionally assuming or intentionally suggesting that they should assign at most one paper
next week, thereby modifying the instructor’s request. In comparison, dialogue (106) was deemed
perfectly natural. According to my informants, TA2’s question clearly doesn’t imply that the reading
for next week must be a journal article; what she were asking is simply a sub-question of the more
general question ‘Which journal article or book chapter should we assign to the students next week?’,
namely, ‘If we choose to assign a journal article, what could it be?’
(105)

Instructor: “We should assign one or two papers to the students each week.”
TA1: “Got it. Which paper could we assign to the students next week?”
[Unnatural]

(106)

Instructor: “We should assign a journal article or a book chapter to the students each week.”
TA2: “Got it. Which journal article could we assign to the students next week?” [Natural]

Fourth, the presuppositional-which account under-predicts uniqueness effects for numeralmodified wh-questions that have a non-distributive predicate. Like singular which-phrases, numeralmodified which-phrases also trigger uniqueness (Xiang 2021b; see also Sect. 5.1.1). For example, the
numeral-modified wh-question (107) expresses the same meaning as the singular wh-question in
(107a) (‘singular’ in the sense that the noun group is singular), and it implies the uniqueness inference
in (107b).
(107)

Which N students solved a problem together?
a. ‘Which (unique) N-membered group of students solved a problem together?’
b.

Only one N-membered group of students solved a problem together.

In the scenario described in (108) below, the uniqueness inference of (108a) is false, while that of (108b)
is true. This distinction causes the contrast in felicity between (108a) and (108b). Moreover, (108c) is
also infelicitous: its uniqueness inference, namely that only one 2–3-membered set of students solved
a problem together, is false.38 In comparison, as seen in (108d), the uniqueness effect is absent when
38 According to my informants, (108c) is quite unnatural, aside from the deviance caused by the uniqueness effect. Some of
the informants judged the use of the complex wh-expression ‘which two or three NP’ unnatural. The others accepted the use of
this wh-expression (and judged (108d) grammatical and felicitous), but they found sentence (108c) ambiguous. Other than the
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the predicate solved a problem together is replaced with its plural and semi-distributive counterpart
solved problems together. The presuppositional semantics of which in (102) predicts the facts about
uniqueness in (108a,b) but not the violation of uniqueness in (108c): in the described scenario, the
intersection between the wh-domain and the extension of the predicate in (108c) is closed under sum.
(108)

(The students solved three problems in total: a + b solved one, b + c solved one, and a + b + c
solved one. The speaker knows how many students participated in solving each problem,
but she doesn’t know who these students are.)
a.

# Which two students solved a problem together?
Only one 2-membered group of students solved a problem together.
Jtwo studentsKw ∩ Js.a.p.t.Kw = { a ⊕ b, b ⊕ c}
(Violation of uniqueness is predicted: the presupposition of which is false in w.)

b.

Which three students solved a problem together?
Only one 3-membered group of students solved a problem together.
Jthree studentsKw ∩ Js.a.p.t.Kw = { a ⊕ b ⊕ c}
(Satisfaction of uniqueness is predicted: the presupposition of which is true in w.)

c.

# Which two or three students solved a problem together?
Only one 2–3-membered group of students solved a problem together.
Jtwo or three studentsKw ∩ Js.a.p.t.Kw = { a ⊕ b, b ⊕ c, a ⊕ b ⊕ c}
(Violation of uniqueness isn’t predicted: the presupposition of which is true in w.)

d.

Which two or three students solved problems together?
(No uniqueness effect.)

More generally, Dayal’s exhaustivity presupposition is concerned with the entailment relation of
propositional answers, while the presupposition of which assumed in (102) is concerned with the
‘part-of’ relation of short answers. In wh-questions with a non-distributive predicate, the satisfaction
of the part-of relation does not ensure the satisfaction of the entailment relation. The uniqueness
implication observed in cases like (108c) argue that such uniqueness effects in questions are due to a
constraint on propositions, not a constraint on individuals.
Last, in questions with multiple singular which-phrases, the uniqueness presupposition assumed
for the higher/subject which-phrase is too strong to allow for a pair-list interpretation. In the pair-list
interpretation (109b), there is a point-wise uniqueness requirement w.r.t. the movies under consideration, but no uniqueness requirement w.r.t. the boys. To allow for the observed non-uniqueness w.r.t.
the subject domain, we are forced to assume a non-presuppositional semantics for the subject which
boy, which clearly conflicts with Hirsch and Schwarz’s explanation of uniqueness.
(109)

Which boy watched which movie?
a. Single-pair interpretation: ‘Which unique boy-x-movie-y pair is such that x watched y?’
‘Andy watched Spiderman.’
b. Pair-list interpretation: ‘[Each boy watched at most one movie; tell me:] which boy-xmovie-y pairs are such that x watched y?’
‘Andy watched Ironman, Billy watched Spiderman, Clark watched Hulk.’

intended meaning in (i-a), (108c) can be understood as in (i-b), where the disjunctive or takes wide scope and disjoins two
wh-questions. This ambiguity makes the utterance (108c) quite inefficient in the conversation.
(i)

a. ‘Which (unique) 2–3-membered group of students solved a problem together?’
b. ‘Which two students [...] or which three students solved a problem together?’
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By contrast, point-wise uniqueness in pair-list interpretations can be derived based on Dayal’s
exhaustivity presupposition. See Dayal 1996, 2017 for details, and see Fox 2012 and Xiang 2019,
2021a,c for two alternative accounts that assume Dayal’s exhaustivity presupposition.
6.

Solving the dilemma: Relativized Exhaustivity

Section 5 has presented a dilemma: Dayal’s exhaustivity presupposition is incompatible with MS,
but abandoning this condition would leave uniqueness effects unexplained and would over-generate
MS interpretations for a variety of types of questions. Further, the presented observations on local
uniqueness have argued that Dayal’s exhaustivity presupposition has a general problem in tackling
modalized questions. This problem is independent of our considerations on MS: local uniqueness is
observed in various modalized questions, regardless of modal flavor and modal force. Hence, we
need an alternative to Dayal’s exhaustivity presupposition that correctly predicts the distribution of
MS and uniqueness.
6.1. Relativized Exhaustivity
In a modalized singular wh-question, the uniqueness requirement appears to be ‘local’ if uniqueness
is evaluated relative to the accessible worlds, as opposed to the anchor/utterance world. For example,
for the modalized questions in (110a,b), local uniqueness says that in every accessible world at most
one chapter is assigned to the students. This inference is more accurately stated as in (110c), where w
is the utterance world, and M is the contextually determined modal base of can/have to which maps
the utterance world to a set of accessible worlds.
(110)

a. Which chapter can we assign to the students?
b. Which chapter do we have to assign to the students?
c. ‘For every world w0 in Mw such that we assign any chapters to the students in w0 , we
assign only one chapter to the students in w0 .’

Further, in light of Dayal’s insight that uniqueness comes from exhaustivity, I argue that question
interpretations do require exhaustivity, but in modalized questions the required exhaustivity is
evaluated relative to the accessible worlds, not the utterance world.39
How can we capture this idea in model-theoretic compositional semantics? Clearly, this cannot
be achieved by changing the interpretation world from the utterance world to the worlds accessible
to the utterance world: for the modalized wh-question Who can/ has to P?, what we want is to evaluate
the exhaustivity of the corresponding non-modalized question Who P? relative to the accessible
worlds, not to evaluate the exhaustivity of the original question Who can/has to P? relative to the
accessible worlds. Alternatively, as demonstrated below, the idea about the perspectival shift from
the utterance world to the accessible worlds can be captured by substituting the modal base with
singleton sets consisting of only one of the accessible worlds.
First, I redefine Dayal’s exhaustivity presupposition as in (111), where the semantic denotation of
M (: = { α | α ∈ Dom(JQK M ) ∧ JQK M ( α )( w ) = 1})
the question is sensitive to the modal base. Here JQKw
abbreviates the set of short answers to Q that are true in w given the modal base M.
39 One might speculate that the relativization occurs as language users frequently shift the origo for the semantic interpretation. The most well-known phenomenon of perspectival shift is deictic projection, which occurs when the speakers ostensibly
position themselves in a place and/or time other than the place and time of the utterance. Similarly, when evaluating
properties like uniqueness and exhaustivity for a modalized question, the language users might shift their perspective for
meaning evaluation from the utterance world to the accessible worlds where the state under discussion actually emerges.
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(111)

Dayal’s exhaustivity presupposition (adapted from Dayal 1996)
Given a modal base M, a question Q is defined in w only if
∃α[α ∈ JQKwM ∧ ∀ β[ β ∈ JQKwM → JQK M (α) ⊆ JQK M ( β)]] [abbreviated as DEP(w, M, JQK)]

Next, I propose that questions are subject to a Relativized Exhaustivity (RelExh) condition, defined as
in (112). This condition requires Dayal’s exhaustivity presupposition to be satisfied relative to every
modal base that introduces a singleton set of accessible worlds which verifies a true answer. (See
Sect. 4.4.3 on Relativized Exclusivity (RelExcl) for definitions of relevant concepts.)40
(112)

Relativized Exhaustivity
Given a modal base M, a question Q is defined in w only if
0 | = 1 ∧ M 0 ⊆ M ∧ ∃ α [ α ∈ JQK M ∧ α ∈ JQK M0 ] → DEP ( w, M 0 , JQK)]
∀ Mh0 s,sti [| Mw
w
w
w
w
0 is a singleton subset of M , if M 0 verifies one of
‘For every modal base M0 such that Mw
w
w
the true short answers to Q in w (viz., some true short answer to Q in w given M is also a
true short answer to Q in w given M0 ), the interpretation of Q relative to M0 satisfies Dayal’s
exhaustivity presupposition in w.’
[abbreviated as REP (w, M, JQK)]

The next two subsections will present the applications and predictions of this RelExh condition. This condition allows can-questions to have a MS interpretation (Sect. 6.2.1) and avoids overgenerating MS interpretations for non-can-questions (Sect. 6.2.2). Moreover, it naturally accounts for
the local-uniqueness effects in modalized questions (Sect. 6.3).
6.2. Predictions of RelExh on the distribution of MS
6.2.1. Permitting MS
To see how RelExh permits MS, consider the following MS interpretations of a can-question:
(113)

Who can chair the committee?
a.
b.

(φx abbreviates
0
0
JQfo
= λxe : hmn@ ( x ).∃w ∈ Mw [w ∈ OC φx ]
M
JQho K = λπett : π ∈ h hmn@ .∃w0 ∈ Mw [w0 ∈ π (λxe .OC φx )]
KM

‘x chairs the committee’)
(First-order MS)
(Higher-order MS)

Assume that the modal base M maps the utterance world w to {w1 , w2 }, and that the committee is
chaired by Andy alone in w1 and by Billy alone in w2 . This scenario is formally described as in (114).
40 Here RelExh is defined based on short answers, not sentential answers, because the interpretations of sentential answers
vary as a function of the modal base. Consider the definition in (i), schematized in parallel to (112). Here Q M stands for the
Hamblin set of Q given the modal base M.
0

(i)

0 | = 1 ∧ M 0 ⊆ M ∧ ∃ p [ w ∈ p ∈ Q M ∧ w ∈ p ∈ Q M ] → DEP ( w, M 0 , Q )]
∀ M0 [| Mw
w
w

Definition (i) is problematic because the two underlined parts are conflicting. For example, assume that the non-modalized
0 = { w }. Then, relative to both M and
question ?φx has a true sentential answer φa in w1 , and let Mw = {w1 , w2 } and Mw
1
0
0
M
M , 3φa is a true answer to the modalized question ?3φx in w; however, J3φa K 6= J3φa K M , which causes a conflict. In
contrast, definition (112) avoids this conflict because the interpretation of a short answer is independent of the modal base:
0
for example, JaK M = JaK M .
An anonymous reviewer of NLS points out that definition (112) of RelExh requires access to the modal base M, which is
difficult to obtain from a compositional perspective. In the Kratzerian theory of modality, the modal base M is an argument
variable of the modal verb. It is unclear how M can be retrieved when evaluating the interpretation of a modalized question
as a whole, especially if the modal verb is embedded under another scopal expression (e.g., the anti-exhaustification operator
dou). In Appendix B, I will explore a ‘variable-free’ analysis of modal bases, which defines modalized sentences as functions
from modal bases to propositions. This analysis overcomes the technical difficulties in retrieving the modal base. It also
allows us to define RelExh based on sentential answers.
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Mw = { w1 , w2 }
w1 → { a }
1 = {w }

Let chair-the-committee =  w2 → {b}  and  Mw
1
2 = {w }
Mw
...
2


(114)

Given the modal base M, the first-order MS interpretation (113a) yields two true answers in w,
namely, 3OC φa and 3OC φb , verified by {w1 } and {w2 }, respectively. This interpretation doesn’t
yield an exhaustive true answer and thus violates Dayal’s exhaustivity presupposition. However,
if this interpretation is evaluated relative to M1 , which maps w to the singleton set {w1 }, 3OC φa
would be the unique exhaustive true answer in w; likewise, if this interpretation is evaluated relative
to M2 , which maps w to {w2 }, 3OC φb would be the unique exhaustive true answer in w. Hence,
given the modal base M, the first-order MS interpretation (113a) satisfies RelExh in w.
(115)

For the first-order MS interpretation (113a), we have:
M = { a, b }
JQfo Kw
ETA: non-existent
1
M
(ETA abbreviates ‘exhaustive true answer’)
JQfo Kw = { a}
ETA: 3OC φa
M2 = { b }
JQfo Kw
ETA: 3OC φb

This analysis also applies to the higher-order MS interpretation (113b). As seen below, the only
change is that the higher-order interpretation allows for one more true answer, which is formed
based on the Boolean disjunction a⇑ ∪ b⇑ . However, this answer doesn’t affect exhaustivity, since it
remains partial regardless of the modal base.
(116)

For the higher-order MS interpretation (113b), we have:
M = { a⇑ , b⇑ , a⇑ ∪ b⇑ }
JQho Kw
ETA: non-existent
1
M
⇑
⇑
⇑
JQho Kw = { a , a ∪ b }
ETA: 3OC φa
M2 = { b ⇑ , a ⇑ ∪ b ⇑ }
JQho Kw
ETA: 3OC φb

The relation between the two exhaustivity conditions exemplified above is generalized as follows:
(117)

Generalization of RelExh to MS interpretations
The MS interpretations of pWh-A can P?q satisfy RelExh if and only if the interpretations
of the non-modalized question pWh-A P?q satisfy Dayal’s exhaustivity presupposition in
every accessible world where P holds for an element of A.

I shall now revise the definitions of the answerhood operators as follows. The RelExh presupposition and the max-informativity condition are abbreviated as REP (w, M, JQK) and MaxI (α, w, M, JQK),
respectively. Applying an answerhood operator returns a set of max-informative true answers and
triggers a RelExh presupposition.41
(118)

M and ∀ β ∈ JQK M [JQK M ( β ) 6 ⊂ JQK M ( α )].
MaxI (α, w, M, JQK) = 1 if and only if α ∈ JQKw
w

(119)

Answerhood operators (modified from (40))
a. For complete true short answers:
AnsS (w)( M)(JQK M ) = REP (w, M, JQK).{α | MaxI (α, w, M, JQK)}

41 For readers who are familiar with Uegaki 2018, 2021: to account for the projection of the uniqueness presupposition in
embeddings, it’s better to assume that the RelExh presupposition is carried by each max-informative true answer, as opposed
to by the answer set as a whole (see also fn. 36). With this assumption, the answerhood operators are defined as follows:

(i)

a. AnsS (w)( M )(JQK M ) = { REP (w, M, JQK).α | MaxI (α, w, M, JQK)}

b. AnsP (w)( M )(JQK M ) = { REP (w, M, JQK).JQK M (α) | MaxI (α, w, M, JQK)}
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b. For complete true propositional answers:
AnsP (w)( M)(JQK M ) = REP (w, M, JQK).{JQK M (α) | MaxI (α, w, M, JQK)}
6.2.2. Avoiding over-predictions of MS
As first raised in Sect. 4.2.3 and reiterated in Sect. 5.1.2, for the questions in (120) with a nondistributive predicate, the answer space derived in a first-order interpretation is not closed under
conjunction. In such cases, without further constraints, applying Fox’s concept of answerhood would
over-predict a MS interpretation.
(120)

a. Which children formed a team?
b. Which children must form a team?

The RelExh presupposition solves the MS over-generation problem: in a multiple-team scenario,
the first-order interpretations of (120a,b) violate RelExh, just as they violate Dayal’s exhaustivity
presupposition.
Moreover, RelExh explains why existential indefinites do not license MS: RelExh allows the evaluation of exhaustivity to be relativized w.r.t. a smaller modal base, but not w.r.t. a smaller discourse
domain.42 Hence, RelExh makes the same prediction as Dayal’s exhaustivity presupposition for
non-modalized questions such as (84), Which movie or movies did one of the boys watch?.
6.3. Predictions of RelExh regarding uniqueness
This subsection will explain how RelExh accounts for the observed uniqueness effects in questions. I
will consider three types of questions with distinct modal force: (i) non-modalized questions (Sect.
6.3.1), (ii) should-questions (Sect. 6.3.2), and (iii) can-questions, interpreted as either MS (Sect. 6.3.3)
or disjunctive MA (Sect. 6.3.4). Each type of question has multiple interpretations. In particular, for
singular wh-questions, the higher-order interpretations differ from the first-order interpretations
in that they allow for answers built out of Boolean disjunctions, which may affect the evaluation of
exhaustivity.
In order to see whether the presented analysis completely accounts for uniqueness phenomena,
we need to systematically check the question interpretations of singular wh-questions permitted by
this analysis. In particular, we need to ensure that none of the permitted interpretations allows for the
violation of uniqueness. We also need to ensure that every observed uniqueness inference, whether
global or local, and whether universal or seemingly existential, can be generated from the permitted
question interpretations. The following exemplifies the uniqueness inferences of modalized singular
wh-questions and lists the relevant types of question interpretations:43
42 ‘Discourse domain’ refers to the interpretation parameter in model-theoretic semantics that determines the set of relevant
individuals/entities. One might wonder why exhaustivity can be evaluated w.r.t. a smaller modal base but not w.r.t. a
smaller discourse domain. As argued in Sect. 6.1, the essence of RelExh is that language users naturally shift the origo for
interpretation to worlds where the state under discussion actually emerges. Evaluating exhaustivity w.r.t. singleton modal
bases is just an analytical move to capture the perspectival shift. In contrast, discourse domain is independent of perspective.
Relatedly, as in situation semantics (Kratzer 1989), we may characterize propositions in terms of situations; thus we also
have the option of evaluating exhaustivity w.r.t. minimal situations. Given this option, the RelExh-based analysis also applies
to non-modalized questions like (19b) Who has got a light?, which share many MS-related properties with can-questions (van
Rooij 2004). For this question, MS is permitted if exhaustivity can be evaluated w.r.t. minimal situations that exemplify the
proposition Someone has got a light, which are situations consisting of a person, a light, and the possessing relation between
the person and the light.
43 For example in (121b), ‘first-order (G)’ means that the first-order interpretation of (121a) yields global (G) uniqueness, and
‘narrow-scope higher-order (L)’ means that the narrow-scope higher-order interpretation of (121a) yields local (L) uniqueness.
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(121)

Singular have to-questions
a. Example: “Which chapter do we have to assign to the students?”
i. Global uniqueness: There is only one chapter that we have to assign.
ii. Local uniqueness: We have to assign at most one chapter.
b. First-order (G); wide-scope higher-order (G); narrow-scope higher-order (L)

(122)

Singular can-questions without local exhaustification
a. Example: “Which chapter can we assign to the students?”
i. Global uniqueness: There is only one chapter that we can assign.
ii. Universal local uniqueness: We can assign one chapter, but not more.
b. First-order/higher-order MS (L); wide/narrow-scope disjunctive MA (L)

(123)

Singular can-questions with local exhaustification
a. Example: “Which SINgle chapter can we assign to the students?”
i. Global uniqueness: There is only one chapter that we can assign.
ii. ‘Existential’ local uniqueness: We can assign exactly one chapter to the students singly,
aside from possibly available options of assigning more than one chapter simultaneously.
b. First-order/higher-order MS (L); wide/narrow-scope disjunctive MA (L)

6.3.1. Uniqueness effects in non-modalized questions
The selection of modal base does not affect the interpretation of a non-modalized question. Therefore,
RelExh carries forward the merits of Dayal’s exhaustivity presupposition in explaining the uniqueness
effects in (82), repeated below:
(82)

(Singular wh-question)
(Numeral-modified wh-question)
(As an alternative question)

Which child came?
Which two children formed a team?
Did you invite Andy, Billy, or Cindy?

Moreover, the RelExh-based analysis of uniqueness extends to cases that are challenging for the
presuppositional-which account of Hirsch and Schwarz (2020). RelExh can account for the uniqueness
effect of (108b) and allows for the point-wise uniqueness effect of (109).
(108b)
(109)

Which two or three students solved a problem together?
(Numeral-modified wh-question with a non-distributive predicate)
Which boy watched which movie?

(Pair-list multiple-wh question)

6.3.2. Uniqueness effects in have to-questions
For have to-questions (or any 2-questions, such as must/should-questions)44 with a first-order interpretation, RelExh yields the same prediction as Dayal’s exhaustivity presupposition. For example in
(124), in the first-order interpretation, the question calls for an answer naming an atomic chapter
and presupposes that there is only one chapter that we have to assign to the students. Dayal’s
exhaustivity presupposition is violated if there are multiple chapters that are assigned to the students
in every accessible world. Since the uniqueness requirement is not satisfied in any accessible worlds,
44 The discussion here is centered on have to-questions just because the modal force of have to is unambiguously universal.
However, the analysis and conclusions apply to any 2-questions.
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the violation of Dayal’s exhaustivity presupposition cannot be salvaged by evaluating exhaustivity
relative to a smaller modal base. Hence, RelExh yields global uniqueness. The same applies if this
question has a wide-scope higher-order interpretation.
(124)

Q: Which chapter do we have to assign to the students?
There is a unique chapter that we have to assign to the students.

(Global uniqueness)

A: Chapter 1.
However, when the same singular have to-question has a narrow-scope higher-order interpretation,
RelExh and Dayal’s exhaustivity presupposition make different predictions. In (125), the question is
exhaustively addressed by a narrow-scope disjunction, read as ‘There is no particular chapter that
we have to assign to the students — we just need to chose between chapter 1 and chapter 2.’ (Spector
2007, 2008; Xiang 2021b; see Sect. 4.1.3). In this interpretation, the question implies local uniqueness.
(125)

Q: Which chapter do we have to assign to the students?
We shouldn’t assign more than one chapter to the students.
A: Chapter 1 or chapter 2, either is good.

(= (89))
(Local uniqueness)
(2(φc1 ∨ φc2 ))

Given the modal base M specified in (126) (same as in (90b)), local uniqueness is satisfied in w0 but
not in w — w has an accessible world w3 where uniqueness is violated. As argued in Sect. 5.1.3,
Dayal’s exhaustivity presupposition cannot explain local uniqueness: given the modal base M, the
have to-question in (125) has an exhaustive true answer in w (viz., 2(φc1 ∨ φc2 )) despite the violation
of uniqueness in w3 .
"
#
"
#
w1 → { c 1 } , w2 → { c 2 } ,
w → {w1 , w2 , w3 } (with uniq.-violation)
(126) assign =
, M=
w3 → {c1 , c2 }, ...
w0 → {w1 , w2 } (without uniq.-violation)
In contrast, the RelExh presupposition is satisfied in w0 but violated in w. The true answer 2(φc1 ∨ φc2 )
can be verified by three singleton sets of accessible worlds, namely {w1 },{w2 },{w3 }. RelExh is
satisfied in w if and only if this question has an exhaustive true answer in w when interpreted relative
0 = { w } / { w } / { w }. With the assumed M, this requirement
to any modal base M0 such that Mw
2
3
1
0 = { w }, question (125) has two true answers in
cannot be satisfied in w: given any M0 such that Mw
3
w (viz., 2φc1 and 2φc2 ) but no exhaustive true answer in w.
In sum, for a singular 2-question, both RelExh and Dayal’s exhaustivity presupposition can
predict a global-uniqueness inference, derived in the first-order interpretation or the wide-scope
higher-order interpretation. However, only RelExh can predict a local-uniqueness effect, derived in
a narrow-scope higher-order interpretation. Not only does this distinction argue that RelExh has
advantages in accounting for local uniqueness; it also argues that RelExh is a mandatory condition
for question interpretation, rather than merely a salvaging strategy for Dayal’s exhaustivity presupposition. If RelExh were optional, or if it only came into play in cases where Dayal’s exhaustivity
presupposition is violated, we would expect local uniqueness to be optional or absent in singular
2-questions.
6.3.3. Uniqueness effects in can-questions with a MS interpretation
According to the generalization in (117), the MS interpretations of the can-question (127b) satisfy
RelExh if and only if the non-modalized question (127a) has a unique true answer in every accessible
world where we assign any chapter(s) to the students. This condition is the desired universal local
uniqueness inference.
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(127)

a. Which chapter did we assign to the students?
We assigned exactly one chapter to the students.

(Uniqueness)

b. Which chapter can we assign to the students?
We can assign exactly one chapter to the students, but not more.
(Universal local uniqueness)
For a concrete illustration, let’s interpret (127b) relative to the modal base M assumed in (126)
above. In both w and w0 , (127b) has the same set of true MS answers {3φc1 , 3φc2 }. The MS interpretations of (127b) violate RelExh in w: since 3φc2 is a true answer in w and can be verified by {w3 },
RelExh requires that the question has an exhaustive true answer if interpreted relative to a modal
0 = { w }; however, when interpreted relative to such an M 0 , this question has
base M0 such that Mw
3
two true answers in w (viz., 3φc1 and 3φc2 ) but no exhaustive true answer in w. In contrast, the MS
interpretations of (127b) satisfy RelExh in w0 since w0 has no uniqueness-violating accessible world
like w3 .
In (103b), repeated as (128), we saw that the local-uniqueness inference appears to be existential
when the wh-complement is modified by SINgle: the question requests the addressee to name one
chapter which can be the unique chapter that we assign to the students, but it does not rule out the
possibility that a set containing more than one chapter could be assigned.
(128)

Which SINgle chapter can we assign to the students?
We can assign exactly one chapter to the students singly, aside from possibly available options of
assigning more than one chapter simultaneously.
(‘Existential’ local uniqueness)

Why does the local-uniqueness inference in (103b)/(128) appear to be existential? Due to the modifier
SINgle, the question nucleus is parsed with local exhaustification, read as: ‘Which chapter x is such
that we can assign only x to the students?’ Given the modal base M described in (126), the set of
true MS answers to this question in w is {3Oφc1 , 3Oφc2 }. The RelExh presupposition predicts the
following condition: the non-modalized exhaustified question Which chapter x is such that we assign
only x to the students has a unique true answer in every accessible world where there is a chapter x
such that we only assign x to the students. This condition is fairly weak, since it only considers the
accessible worlds where uniqueness is satisfied. For example, since none of the locally exhaustified
true answers (e.g., 3OC φc2 ) can be verified by {w3 }, the violation of uniqueness in w3 doesn’t affect
RelExh. In sum, in a singular can-question, the local-uniqueness inference appears existential if the
question nucleus is parsed with local exhaustification.
6.3.4. Uniqueness effects in can-questions with a disjunctive MA interpretation
Singular can-questions admit only disjunctive MA, not conjunctive MA. In (129), the MA answer
can be expressed by an elided disjunction, as shown in (129a), but not by an elided conjunction or
a plurality, as seen in (129b,c). This contrast argues that singular which-phrases may quantify over
Boolean disjunctions, but not Boolean conjunctions or pluralities (Xiang 2021b; see also Sect. 5.1.1).
(129)

Which chapter can we assign to the students?
We can assign exactly one chapter to the students, but not more. (Universal local uniqueness)
a.

Chapter 1 or chapter 2.

b.

# Chapter 1 and chapter 2.

c.

# Chapters 1 and 2.
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Incorporating this finding into the proposed derivation of disjunctive MA (Sect. 4.4.4), I argue that a
singular can-question has a MA interpretation only if an anti-exhaustification operator (viz., dou)
appears above can and is associated with the higher-order wh-trace. Whether this wh-trace takes
scope below or above can does not matter.
Let’s return to local uniqueness. Section 6.3.3 has argued that RelExh can explain the universal
local-uniqueness effect of the singular can-question in (129) if this question has a MS interpretation (see
(127b)). Does the RelExh-based analysis apply if this question has a disjunctive MA interpretation?
As I will argue below, in contrast to the case where this question has a MS interpretation, the RelExh
presupposition alone cannot predict the observed universal local-uniqueness inference when this
question has a disjunctive MA interpretation. Briefly, in a disjunctive MA interpretation, the violation
of local uniqueness does not lead to a violation of RelExh.
Consider the following local-uniqueness-violating context, which is the same as the one we used
for the MS interpretations. In this context, there are options to assign chapter 1 or chapter 2 by itself
as well as the option to assign the two chapters together.


w1 → { c 1 } , w2 → { c 2 }
(130) assign =
, Mw = { w1 , w2 , w3 }
w3 → {c1 , c2 }, ...
The answer spaces derived by disjunctive MA interpretations are as in Figures 8a,b, which differ
only with respect to the scope of the higher-order wh-trace relative to the modal verb can. In both
answer spaces, the disjunctive answer at the bottom is the unique exhaustive true answer.

douC 3φc1

∧

douC 3φc2

douC 3φc1

∧

douC 3φc2

douC [3(φc1 ∨ φc2 )]

douC [3φc1 ∨ 3φc2 ]

a. dou  3  π: disjunctive MA

b. dou  π  3: disjunctive MA

::::::::::::::::

::::::::::::::::

Figure 8: Answer space of (129) in a disjunctive MA interpretation
Now consider the predictions of RelExh. The true answer douC 3φc2 (logically equivalent to 3φc2 )
can be verified by {w3 }; thus, RelExh requires that the question has an exhaustive true answer when
0 = { w }. Sect. 6.3.3 has argued that
it is evaluated relative to any modal base M0 such that Mw
3
the MS interpretations of this question do not satisfy this requirement in the given w: these MS
0 = { w }.
interpretations do not satisfy exhaustivity when evaluated relative to an M0 such that Mw
3
However, here the answer spaces derived in disjunctive MA interpretations include also a FCdisjunctive answer, douC [3φc1 ∨ 3φc2 ] or douC [3(φc1 ∨ φc2 )], both of which are logically equivalent
0 = { w }, this FC-disjunctive answer is an exhaustive true
to 3φc1 ∧ 3φc2 . Given any M0 such that Mw
3
answer to this can-question in w, and thus RelExh is not violated in w. Hence, RelExh alone cannot
explain the observed universal local-uniqueness effect if (129) has a disjunctive MA interpretation.
How else then does my account avoid under-generating uniqueness? I’d like to suggest that,
before RelExh applies, the FC-disjunctive answers douC [3φc1 ∨ 3φc2 ] and douC [3(φc1 ∨ φc2 )] have
been ruled out due to violations of Relativized Exclusivity (RelExcl), a condition that has been
independently motivated to account for the modal obviation effect in the licensing of universal FC.
As proposed in Sect. 4.4.3, the anti-exhaustification operator dou carries a RelExcl presupposition: for
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every anti-excludable alternative φ stronger than the prejacent, every minimal subset of the accessible
worlds that verifies φ also verifies the exhaustification of φ (for formal definitions, see (66) and (141)).
When dou applies to a 3-disjunction, no matter whether the disjunction takes scope below or above
the existential modal, the RelExcl presupposition yields a definedness condition as follows:
(131)

douC [ John or[+d] Mary can teach Intro Chinese ]
a. Without local exhaustification: douC [3(φj ∨ φm )] and douC [3φj ∨ 3φm ] are defined
only if 3Oφj ∧ 3Oφm ∧ ¬3(φj ∧ φm ).
b. With local exhaustification: douC [3(Oφj ∨ Oφm )] and douC [3Oφj ∨ 3Oφm ] are defined
only if 3Oφj ∧ 3Oφm .

As seen in (131a), if the prejacent sentence is parsed without local exhaustification, RelExcl yields the
condition that the two distinct disjuncts cannot be simultaneously true. For the same reason, for the
singular can-question (129), if 3(φc1 ∧ φc2 ) is true, the disjunctive answers douC [3(φc1 ∨ φc2 )] and
douC [3φc1 ∨ 3φc2 ] are undefined. Once the disjunctive answers that violate RelExcl are removed
from the answer space, the RelExh presupposition predicts a universal local-uniqueness effect for
the disjunctive MA interpretations in the same way as for the MS interpretations (see (127b)).
This analysis also applies to (132) below, repeated from (128). As argued in Sect. 6.3.3, due to the
modifier SINgle, the nucleus of this question is parsed with local exhaustification, read as: ‘Which
chapter x is such that we can assign only x to the students?’ As in the case of (131b), when parsed
with local exhaustification, the disjunctive answers douC [3(Oφc1 ∨ Oφc2 )] and douC [3Oφc1 ∨ 3Oφc2 ]
satisfy RelExcl as long as 3Oφc1 and 3Oφc2 are true, regardless of whether 3(φc1 ∧ φc2 ) is false or true.
Hence for (132), RelExh predicts a seemingly existential local-uniqueness effect for the disjunctive
MA interpretations in the same way as it does for the MS interpretations (see (128)).
(132)

Q: Which SINgle chapter can we assign to the students?
We can assign exactly one chapter to the students singly, aside from possibly available options
of assigning more than one chapter simultaneously.
(‘Existential’ local uniqueness)
A: Chapter 1 or chapter 2.

In sum, singular can-questions admit FC-disjunctive answers built out of Boolean disjunctions.
When such answers are available, RelExh alone cannot explain the universal local-uniqueness effects.
I argue that whether a FC-disjunctive answer is available is independently restricted by RelExcl, a
presupposition carried by the anti-exhaustification operator. Once the disjunctive answers that violate
RelExcl are removed, the RelExh presupposition can account for the universal local-uniqueness
effects.
6.4. Interim summary
To predict the distribution of MS interpretations and uniqueness effects in questions, this section
has assumed a ‘Relativized Exhaustivity (RelExh)’ presupposition as a mandatory condition for
question semantics that reflects the perspective shift to worlds where the state under discussion
actually emerges. Accordingly, for modalized questions, semantic properties such as exhaustivity are
evaluated relative to the accessible worlds, not the utterance world. As I hope to have shown, within
the framework of model-theoretic compositional semantics, this intrinsic propensity of questions to
be perspectival can be formally captured by requiring that Dayal’s exhaustivity presupposition must
be satisfied relative to every modal base that introduces a singleton set of accessible worlds which
verifies a true answer.
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The RelExh presupposition has many advantages: it allows for MS interpretations, carries forward
the merits of Dayal’s exhaustivity presupposition in deriving uniqueness effects, and avoids overgenerating MS interpretations for non-can-questions. Moreover, in contrast to Dayal’s exhaustivity
presupposition, RelExh can account for the local-uniqueness effects of modalized questions. The
predictions of Dayal’s exhaustivity presupposition and RelExh are summarized as follows:
Modal type
No modal
2-modal

3-modal

Reading type
± uniq.
− uniq.
global uniq.
local uniq.
− uniq. MS
− uniq. MA
global uniq.
local uniq. MS
local uniq. MA

Dayal’s E.P.
3
3
3
7
7
3
3
7
7

RelExh
3
3
3
3
3
3
7
3
3

Table 3: Predictions of Dayal’s exhaustivity presupposition and the RelExh presupposition
Note that, in the case of a 3-question, RelExh predicts only a local-uniqueness effect. To allow for
interpretations with global uniqueness, we can either assume that Dayal’s exhaustivity presupposition is applied optionally, or assume that questions have an optional uniqueness condition, namely,
that there can be only one complete true answer.
7.

Conclusions

This paper made three contributions to the study of MS interpretations and uniqueness effects in
questions. First, observing that MS answers are subject to a ‘mention-one-only’ requirement which
cannot be explained by pragmatic factors, I argued that MS interpretations are primarily licensed by
grammatical factors, especially the presence of the modal verb can. Further, given that this modal
verb has to be interpreted within the question nucleus, I argued that the MS/MA ambiguity in
can-questions should be analyzed in terms of structural ambiguities within the question nucleus.
For cases where MS is licensed by a non-exhaustive conversational goal, I argued that the context
may provide covert restrictions to the question nucleus and turn the question into a can-question.
Second, taking insights from Fox 2013, I derived MS and MA interpretations of can-questions
with a single non-exhaustive max-informativity-based definition of answerhood and attributed the
MS/MA contrast to structural variations within the question nucleus. I argued that MA interpretations arise if one of the following conditions is met, and MS interpretations arise otherwise: (i) the
higher-order wh-trace takes scope above the modal can, or (ii) an anti-exhaustification operator dou (≈
the Mandarin FC-triggering particle dou) appears above can and is associated with the higher-order
wh-trace. In particular, condition (i) yields interpretations calling for a conjunctive MA answer, and
condition (ii) yields an interpretation calling for a disjunctive MA answer. With respect to disjunctive
MA, I also proposed a ‘Relativized Exclusivity’ condition (cf. Dayal’s (2013) Viability constraint).
This condition uniformly accounts for the modal obviation effect in licensing universal FC and the
distribution of FC-disjunctive answers.
However, allowing non-exhaustive answers to be complete would cause a troubling conflict with
‘Dayal’s exhaustivity presupposition’, which says that a question must have an exhaustive true answer.
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This condition is crucial in accounting for the uniqueness effects in questions. Hence, last and most
importantly, I proposed that question interpretations can violate Dayal’s exhaustivity presupposition but mandatorily presuppose ‘Relativized Exhaustivity’. This condition solves the dilemma
between uniqueness and MS, avoids over-generating MS interpretations for non-can-questions, and
is advantageous in deriving local-uniqueness effects in modalized questions.
A.

Choice questions versus MS questions

As seen in (84), repeated in (133), wh-questions with an existential indefinite are ambiguous between
a choice interpretation and an individual interpretations. In contrast to the individual interpretation,
which has been discussed in Sect. 5.1.2, the choice interpretation is globally non-exhaustive: as seen
in (133a), a choice answer only needs to specify one boy-movie(s) pair.
(133)

(Among the boys under consideration, Andy watched Ironman and Spiderman, and Billy
watched only Hulk. Clark didn’t watch any movies.)
Which movie or movies did one of the boys watch?
a. ‘Name any/one boy x, and then tell me: Which movie(s) did x watch?’ (Choice)
i.

Andy watched Ironman and Spiderman.

ii.

Billy watched Hulk.

b. ‘Which movie(s) y is/are such that one of the boys watched y?’ (Individual)
i.
ii.

One (of the boys) watched Ironman and Spiderman, and one watched Hulk.
# One (of the boys) watched Hulk.

Should the non-exhaustive choice interpretation be treated as a variant of the MS interpretation?
Dayal (2017: Sect. 3.2.1) has discussed two reasons for keeping choice interpretations separate from
MS interpretations. One reason draws on the distinction w.r.t. the morphological form of the whexpression in these questions, and the other is concerned with the availability of MS interpretations
in questions with a universal quantifier. She calls questions with a choice interpretation ‘choice
questions’, in contrast to ‘MS questions’. This appendix presents three additional arguments.
First, choice questions admit only ‘choose-some’ interpretations, not ‘choose-all’ interpretations.
For example, while (134a) admits a MA interpretation, (134b) can never be read as the consultant
knowing every store’s opening time. To convey this meaning, one has to replace the existential
indefinite with a universal quantifier, as in (134c). This contrast argues that the MS/MA ambiguity
in can-questions and the choose-some/choose-all distinction in questions with quantifiers have
different origins.
(134)

a. The consultant knows where we can get coffee.
b. The consultant knows when one of the stores opens.
c. The consultant knows when each of the stores open.

Second, disjunctive answers to choice questions do not have a FC reading. In (135), the disjunctive
answer only has an epistemic ignorance reading. The unavailability of a FC reading argues that
the machinery that makes a can-question congruent with FC-disjunctive answers is not available to
choice questions. As argued in Sect. 4.4, the disjunctive MA interpretation of a can-question is derived
by applying an anti-exhaustification operator to the local IP. Nevertheless, as commonly assumed,
the existential indefinite in a choice question occupies a fairly high position at LF (Groenendijk and
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Stokhof 1984; Chierchia 1993; Szabolcsi 1997b; Krifka 2001b; Dayal 2017; Xiang 2019, 2021c; a.o.),
and therefore it cannot interact with an anti-exhaustification operator. Hence, it is expected by the
presented proposal that choice questions do not have FC-disjunctive answers.
(135)

Q: ‘Which movie did one of the two boys watch?’ (Choice)
A: ‘Andy watched Hulk, or Billy watched Ironman.’
(Available: ‘Either Andy watched Hulk or Billy watched Ironman, I don’t know which.’)
(Unavailable: ‘Andy watched Hulk, and Billy watched Ironman.’)

Third, the two types of questions behave quite differently w.r.t. local uniqueness. In a singular
can-question, the local uniqueness presupposition is universal — it applies to every accessible world
that verifies a true answer (see (103)–(106) and (127)/(129)). In choice questions, however, the local
uniqueness presupposition is existential. For example, the choice question in (135) implies that one
of the boys watched exactly one movie, not that each boy watched at most one movie. This contrast
argues that the local-uniqueness interpretations have different derivations in these two types of
questions. See Xiang 2019, 2021c for an analysis that derives the existential uniqueness effects of
singular choice questions.
B.

A variable-free treatment of modal bases

As mentioned, the definitions for Relativized Exclusivity (RelExcl) and Relativized Exhaustivity
(RelExh) face some technical challenges.
Consider RelExcl first. As discussed in fn. 28, the definition for RelExcl in (66), repeated below,
is syncategorematic: we cannot define this condition as part of the lexical meaning of dou/dou.
Moreover, we cannot precisely define the value of C 0 , which should vary with the value of M0 .
(136)

Relativized Exclusivity (repeated from (66))
JdouC (S)K M /JdouC (S)K M is defined in w only if
∀φ[JφK M ∈ AntiExcl(JSK M , C ) ∧ JφK M ⊂ JSK M
0 is a minimal subset of M s.t. JφK M0 ( w ) = 1 → O 0 (JφK M0 )(w ) = 1]].
→ ∀ Mh0 s,sti [ Mw
w
C

Moreover, in the Kratzerian theory of modality (Kratzer 1977, 1991), the modal base is treated as a
free argument variable of the modal verb and is interpreted via an assignment function, as formalized
in (137). With this treatment, it is unclear how the interpretation of a modalized sentence can make
reference to the modal base, especially in cases where the modal verb is embedded (e.g., under dou).
(137)

a. Jcan M φKg = λw.∃w0 ∈ g( M)(w)[JφKg (w) = 1]

b. Jshould M φKg = λw.∀w0 ∈ g( M )(w)[JφKg (w) = 1]
To address these technical problems, I here explore a ‘variable-free’ treatment of modal bases.
This treatment is inspired by the variable-free analysis of pronouns (Jacobson 1999, 2014). In the
Heim-and-Kratzer tradition, pronouns are translated as free variables and are interpreted via an
assignment function (e.g., Jiti Kg = g(i )). In contrast, the variable-free analysis of Jacobson defines a
pronoun as an he, ei-type identity function (e.g., JitK = λxe .x). Also, an expression that contains a free
pronoun has an e-type abstraction passed up from this pronoun (e.g., Jit arrivedK = λxe .arrive( x )).
Extending this treatment to modal bases, I assume that modalized sentences denote functions from
modal bases to propositions, as defined in (138).
(138)

a. Jcan φK = λMhs,sti λw.∃w0 ∈ Mw [JφK(w) = 1]
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b. Jshould φK = λMhs,sti λw.∀w0 ∈ Mw [JφK(w) = 1]
Further, in analogy to the g-rule (shorthand for ‘Geach rule’) in Jacobson’s variable-free semantics, I
assume the following type-shifting operation MB which allows a sentential operator to apply to a
modalized sentence (of type hsst, sti) and passes up the abstraction of the modal base.
(139)

For any sentential expression F of type hst, σ i, MB( F ) is an expression of type hhsst, sti, hsst, σ ii
such that JMB( F )K = λαhsst,sti λMhs,sti .JFK(α( M)).

For example, the application of MB shifts the assertion of dou from (140a) to (140b). MB(douC )
takes a hsst, sti-type sentence as its argument and returns a hsst, sti-type sentence. The value of the
variable C as well is shifted from a set of propositions into a set of functions of type hsst, sti.
(140)

Asserted meaning of dou
a. JdouC K = λphs,ti λw.p(w) = 1 ∧ ∀q ∈ AntiExcl( p, C )[OCie (q)(w) = 0]

(= (64))

b. JMB(douC )K
= λθhsst,sti λMhs,sti λw.θ ( M)(w) = 1 ∧ ∀q ∈ AntiExcl(θ ( M), C M )[OCieM (q)(w) = 0],
where for any Mhs,sti , C M := {ρ( M ) | ρhsst,sti ∈ C }
The above assumptions allow us to redefine the RelExcl presupposition of dou as in (141). To
evaluate the exclusivity of a modalized sentence θ w.r.t. a modal base M0 , all we need is to apply
each of its modalized alternatives δ to M0 .
(141)

Relativized Exclusivity (modified from (136))
For any θ of type hsst, sti and M of type hs, sti, JMB(douC )K(θ )( M )(w) is defined only if
∀δhsst,sti [δ( M) ∈ AntiExcl(θ ( M), C M ) ∧ δ( M) ⊂ θ ( M)
0 is a minimal subset of M s.t. δ ( M 0 )(w ) = 1 → Oie ( δ ( M 0 ))(w ) = 1]].
→ ∀ M 0 [ Mw
w
M0
C

Next, let’s see how the variable-free analysis of modal bases affects Relativized Exhaustivity
(RelExh). As discussed in fn. 40, the definition of RelExh in (112) requires the extraction of short
answers from the question denotation, because the semantics of a sentential answer varies with the
modal base. Moreover, for the same reason mentioned in the discussion of RelExcl, this definition
requires access to the value of M, which is difficult to obtain in a compositional perspective.
(142)

Relativized Exhaustivity (repeated from (112))
a. For any modal base M, a question Q is defined in w only if
0 | = 1 ∧ M 0 ⊆ M ∧ ∃ α [ α ∈ JQK M ∧ α ∈ JQK M0 ] → DEP ( w, M 0 , JQK)]
∀ Mh0 s,sti [| Mw
w
w
w
w
0

0

0

0

M ∧ ∀ β [ β ∈ JQK M → JQK M ( β ) ⊆ JQK M ( α )]]
b. DEP (w, M0 , JQK) := ∃α[α ∈ JQKw
w

However, with the variable-free analysis of modal bases, we can now define the root denotation of
a modalized question as a Hamblin set Q, each member of which is a function from a modal base
to a propositional answer. The definition of RelExh can be revised as follows, where Q (of type
hhsst, sti, ti) stands for a Hamblin set and Q M := {ρ( M) | ρhsst,sti ∈ Q}.
(143) Relativized Exhaustivity (modified for Hamblin sets)
a. For any modal base M, a question Q is defined in w only if
0 | = 1 ∧ M 0 ⊆ M ∧ ∃ θ [ w ∈ θ ( M ) ∈ Q M ∧ w ∈ θ ( M 0 ) ∈ Q M0 ] → DEP ( w, M 0 , Q )]
∀ Mh0 s,sti [| Mw
w
w
0

b. DEP (w, M0 , Q) := ∃θ [w ∈ θ ( M0 ) ∈ Q M ∧ ∀δ[w ∈ δ( M0 ) ∈ Q M → θ ( M0 ) ⊆ δ( M0 )]]
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